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I N T R 0 D T C T I 0 N

The principal aim in writing this T!tSIS has been to

study the commercial possibilities that the Colombian Porests

may have in the light of analysis and facts, showing the indus-

tries that can be developed, the raw materials that can be ex-

tracted, the new plantations and factories that must be erected,

whether by official action or by private enterprise.

Since many years ago the scientists have studied those

forests in a purely abstract ways the interesting point - for

many a botanist - was to find a new species, to place a new Lsatin

name: the practical application of the plant was of secondary im-

portance. For the past, that was all right, but at present the

economical viewpoint must not be overlooked. On the other hand,

the Colombian people in general have considered the forests as a

wasting asset and, sometimes, as a hindrance for the enlargement

of their agricultural holdings. Prom this, a great destruction

of wealth has resulted.

A close examination -"in situ" of the Colombian Forests

shows that they are not only an excellent source of construction

wood, but a reservoir of valuable fibers, osiers, dyes, fats, tan-

ning materials, medicinal plants, vegetable oils, balsams, rubbers,

precious woods, balatas, alcaloids, chicles, cinchonas, balsams,

vegetable ivory, waxes, perfumes, rotenoids, etc. In the light

of scientific knowledge, the exploitation of these forest resour-

ces; the development of new industries; the establishment of new
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plantations; the building of paper, tanning and plywood factor-

ies; the achievement of the sustained yield will make of the Col-

ombian forests real assets.

iqy task has been to present some of the principal spots

of industrial interest of those stands in the light of the exper-

ience gained through five years of travelling in the forests, on

account of the Colombian 'iovernment, for whom I worked in the Sec-

tion of Forests, Hinistery of National Economy at Bogota, between

1940 and 1945. The botanical specimens, the samples, the woods,

the analyses, the monographs, the tapping apparatus and the photos

of most of the plants that are mentioned here, are in the "Fores-

try Museum" at Bogota, an institution that practically the author

of this Thesis founded and directed up to September 1945.

This Thesis is divided into three parts. In the work

are included: two new apparatus and systems of tapping latex pro-

ducing plants are presented; a new Log Rule with its correspond-

ing graph is explained and the rap of the Republic of Colombia is

attached. The author apologizes for his intrusion in the Rnglish

language.

A. RangAbr J 7-4

Ann Arbor, January 27, 1947
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FORESTS OF COLOMBIA

(First Part)

We have attempted here to make an ecological

classification of the Colombian Forests which

will enable the investigator, the student, the

tourist and investor to see some of the commer-

cial possibilities of those regions.

The exploitation of new raw material, the develop-

ment of new industties, the planning of new crops,

the building of new factories, sto. are the possi-

bilities open in those forests.
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THE FORESTS OF COLOMBIA, S. A.

AND SOME OF TTEIR INDUSTRIAL POSSIBILITIES

By

Aparicio RANGHEL Galindo

(Agricultural Engineer)

Generalities:

The oountry,which in the last century was called

New Granada and now is named as C 0 L 0 M B I A, is situated

in the northwestern corner of the South American continent,

between the latitudes 12 degrees - 30' and 40'' north and

4 degrees - 13' and 5'' south, and between longitudes 0 degrees-

70' - 23.1" east; 66 degrees and 50' W. of the Greenwich meri-

dian. Among the ten republics of that continent, Colombia

occupies a very interesting position, having - from the geogra-

phical point of view - two long seashore lines on the Caribbean

Sea and the Pacific Ocean. The Colombian system of mountains,

rivers and cordilleras are the most diversified within the

American tropical region.

The equatorial line crosses the territory in the

southern part and, as the country is between the tropics of

Cancer and Capricornio, the climate would be humid, torrid and

warm if many geophysical factors did not influence the Flora

and Fauna of this portion of the earth, making of the Colombian

territory a masterpiece of beautiful scenery, striking contrasts,



variable climates, diversified habitats and a range of alti-

tudes from the sea level up to the snow capped peaks of the

eternal 'nevados" or glaciers.

From the topographical point of view, the territory

can be roughly divided into : a) AN3MAV UPLANDS integrated by

the plateaus, slopes, ravines and river trains of the Cordil-

lera do los Andes that start from the Tierra del F1zego in Chile
and die in the frozen regions of Alaska; b) the ORIENTAL PLAINS,

in the Anasonian }ryleae, that are covered with tall grasses in

the "llanos" and stupendous and rich forest in the remaining

portion; o) and finally, the RIV] i V=J~ SYSTNU composed of the

valleys of the large rivers that drain into the Pacific or
Atlantic Ocean themters of the Andes. Xore than half of the

country is in the Oriental Plains. According to Zoni and Spar-

hawk, 150,000,000 acres are forests that will give a ratio of

forest to total land area of 53.8% over the 1,139,155 square

kcilmoeters of surface. Here lives a population of nearly 10,000,
000 inhabitants, which gives a forest area of 15 acres per

Inhabitant.
Of the anterior, 35,9000,9000 acres or 23.3% of the

total are temperate hardwoods and 1159000,000 acres or 76. 7%

are tropical hardwoods. 85% of all forests are in the public

ownership. The annual growth and production of wood has been

calculated as follows:
Total annual. growth in If. Cu. ft..........1l0, 000

Total, annual growth per acre .......9.........0.70 Kf oau
ft.
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COLOM3IA : THIE C OUNTY OF RIV S ANDT OC-EANP

Colombia possesses a perimeter of 9,574 kilometers

of which 34.150~ are seashores, if we take into consideration

that the boundaries over the Pacific Ocean are 1,470 kilometers

and the coasts on the Caribbean Sea are 1,800 kilometers in

longitud.

These 3,270 kilometers of maritime boundaries are the

enormous door thatgives to this nation access to world markets,

ani advantage that is supported by the proximity of Colombia to

the Panama Canal Zone, which undoubtedly is the crossroad of the

five continents. Among the independent South American nations,

Colombia is the first in the extension of her seashores. If we



compare the total perimeter of some of the most advanced

nations with their maritime coasts, the Colombian position is

prominent. Here are some of those percentages:

England .......... 100% of seashores
.Tapan ............. 100f " *

United States..... 71 "
Spain ............ 65% p "
France .. ..... a... 6O% 0

COLOMBIA ......... 34.15% "
Germany .......... 21%
Poland ........... 2% "

Due to her geographical position, Colombia can trade

easily with all parts of the world. The North American con-

tinent is less than 10 hours of travel by airplane; the great

ports of Europe can be reached with fast liners in less than a
7

Week'; the ports of the Far East are almost at hand, without pass-

ing the Cape of Good Hope or Tierra del Fuego.

In addition to the above mentioned fact, it is neces-

sary to have in mind that the Colombia territory is crossed in

all directions by navigable rivers. To the East and South the

Orinoco and Amazon rivers with its enormous tributaries (The

Caqueta, The putumayo, The Apoporis, The Rio Negro rivers); to

the North the legendary Magdalena river, The Cauca, The Sinu;

near the Isthmus of Panama, the Atrato River that can be plied

by ocean steamers and to the Pacific Ocean the San Juan, the

Iscuande, the Patia and IMira rivers that made transportation

for woods and forest raw materials easy and economical.
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Here is a table of the principal Colombian rivers,

their total longitude and sometimes the navigable portions:

Name of River Total Length

6,570 Ks.

Navi gable
Length

Observations

The Amazon 4,000 Ks. This river is
the bigg~est and
longest in the
world - 116 ks.
belong to

1,200Colombia.
Caqueta o Yapura
Apoporis s
E~1 Putumayo o Iza
(1400 Tbs. Colons,)
El Orinoco
El %1i chada
El A[e ta

2,9200
1,500

1,60n
2, 400
1,350
1,9200

Kn.
50

1,9100

Ks .
9Y

El Arauca 1,000
El Casanare / " 515
El Cauca 1,350
San Jorge 37fN
El ? agdalena (the 4th
in importance in S. A.) .1,700

I,

n

if

'I

340
420

90
50

340
65

if

'I

«9

if

1,300
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N~ame of River Total Length Navigable Observations
______ ____________ _____ Length _ _ _ _ _ _

Fl Atrato 670 ka. 320 ks.
Leon 100
Sinu 460 "120

Tachi ra
Zialia 250
Pamplonita 120
Catatumbo 440
Mira 160 "30
Rio Patia 450 " 160

"Iscuande 120
(Naveg. en 45 Ks. por embar
grandes, 120, pqlia) 

,

Rio Xicay 140 " 10 "
"San Juan(el tributario
mas caudaloso del Oceano
Pacifico 400 " 210

"Baudo 160 "70
"Carare 200 " 70
"Cesar 300
"Guania 2,000 "260
"Lebrija 200
"Sogamoso 500
"Viohada 720 " 340 "

ARE AID OPILT ION:t

Colombia ranges 4th in the South American continent

due to her entire surface and is the 3rd in the amount of popu-

lation. The territory has an area of 1,139,155 square kilometers

(439,82?8 square miles), that is, more or less equal to the area

of England, France and Germany combined. The population was

estis*ated in 1941 as 9,167,800 inhabitants. At present, the

population is about 10,000,000 people.

Of the total population, 96.6° is localized in two-

fifths of the territory to the West, especially in the high

plateaus, slopes and ranges of the Great Andean Cordillera; the



same Cordillera that, when arriving (through the Panama IsthMaus)

in the United States, reseived the name of "Rocky mountains 9

With this fact in hind, we can assume that the relative density

of the population in the inhabited portions is 19.5 inhabitants

per Klm.2 (square kilometer). The remaining three-fifths of

the Colombia area is uninhabited at present and those lands

await the flow of energetic people, capital and machinery.

Over there is an op)Qrtu1nity for many working and honest people

who, in some parts of the world like , urope, do not find room

to live and protection of their enterprises.

H{ere isa table that shown the relative surface of

COLOMBIT3A in relattion to the continents:

By her extension# Colombia would fit in the _T9uropean territory
9j time

"""'Asiatic " 43
~ f f ifif~ African " 28j

" " N a "American " 40

s.

By her population, Colombia would fit in Europe 55 times
N 1 " "America 31 i

" " " " r Asia 100 "

" """ ""Africal15 "

The Colombian population has increased in the following proportion:

In 1835 the population was 1,686,000 inhabitants
" 1843 " 1,955,000
" 1845 " 2,050,000
"1846 5 2,091,000
"1851 " 2, 243,000

" 1871 " 2,9519000
" 1905 " 4,144, 000
" 1912 " 5,072,000
"1918 " 5,855.000 if

"1928 " 7,851,000
" 1938 a 9,000,000
1941 n i 9,167,800
1946 " if " 10,000,000 if
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Hiow The Porests Are Divided
Having in mind the altitude, topography, slope, soils,

expositions and botanical epeeies, the Colombian Forests can be

divided into the following groups:

I. CQLOIEIAN ATIA1ONIAN FORESTS; (Hygrophytic Forests)

The THylaea amazonica or kAzon Valley is a huge area
of over 2,000,00)0 square miles, lying in the tropical zone and

including territory of Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela

and Colombia in the Northern portion.

East of the Ea stern Cordillera and extending at the

sides of the Piatumayo# Caqueta, Caguan, Apoporist Rionegro,

Guainia and Orinoco rivers the Colombian Amazonian Forests

extends as far as Letkieia port in the South, Puerto Carreiio,

la Pedrera y Piedra del Coouy in the East. It is well to

remember that the Amazonian Hylae has the largest hardwood

forests in the world and that the Amazon River ?system is, also,

the largest in the world. In its basin the number of botanical

species is estimated to be more that 2,500 sps. of trees. This

will have in the future a tremendous influence upon the future

civilization of those countries bordering the Amazon. The

total area drained by this huge river comprises more than

2 and 2/35 milliona of square miles, and a large part of it be-

longs to Colombia' between the Putwnayo, Caqueta and Rionegro

rivers.

The regions of Caqueta, Putumayo, Intendencia

Amsazonas, Vichadaanid Vatapes, in Colombia, are completely coy-
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ered by rich and hygrophytic forests in which the families

Bombaceae, Moraceae, Euphorbiaceae, Solanaceae, Sapotaceae,

meliaceae and Pafilionaceae are outstanding. Palms, laurels

and myrtles are abundant. The Bignoniaceae family is the glory

of those American tropics in the form of trees or vines, pro-

ducing effective spots of colors in the wavy and green sea of

the forest canopy. Beautiful Malphighiaceous vines, the

Petreas, the Bouganvilleas, Calliandra, Triplaris and Ery-

thrina are showy flowers and useful woods.

AMAZONIAN
T?,ROIHYT IC
T&OREZTS

(chores of
the

2utumayo
river, Col-

Photo No. 3

In the waters of the Amazon trapezoid, the largest

flower on the earth, the *Victoria regia", and the beautiful

water hyacinth are found.

In the "varzias" (territory between low and maximum
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high water recorded over many years), we can find the wooded

portions or "igapos" in which the Balsa Wood (ochroma sp.),

the cannon-ball tree, the Ceiba (Bombax sp.), the Hura cre-

pitans, the G1uarea trichiliodes, Andripetalum ap., Ficus,

Tessarias and several kinds of Heveas are found.

In the higher ground, in hills and ridges, where the

land is not flooded, are abundant the Hevea brasiliensis, the

Seje Palm (Jessenia polycarpa), the Juansoco (Couma mnacrocarpa

Barb), the Brazil nut and several rubiada.

In the Colombian Forests of the Amazon Valley, many

important essences can be found. Here are some of them:

The expontaneous "Siringas" that produced
the finest rubber Hevea Brasiliensis

The

The

The

The

The

The

The

The

The

The

The

The

"Balata Roja' (red gutapercha)

"Balata Blanca' (white)

"Juansoco " (Chicle)

Piassaba

Seje apalm

'Timbo "

'Sarrapio" (Tonka beans)

"Castanadel M~arainoun

Zarsaparrilas

Yaj e

Yoco

"1Palo de Tela"

Hevea Benth ana
Heyea Duckei

Manilkara bidentata
Chev

Eccl nusa balata
Ducks

Couma macrocarpa

Leo oldinia i&-
saba Wallace
Jessenia polycarpa

Karts
Spa. Lonchocarpus

C owmrouna odorata

Bertholletia excel-
sa H. B. K.

Smil ax offic inali s L.

Pau iia Yoc
S hulsei

Antiaris saccidora
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The Canelo of Andaquios Nectrandra cinnamomoides

The Anaya palm taea

The Rosewoods Several botanical Bps.

And hundreds of other medicinal, fibrous, amnilaceous,

alcaloidiferous and wood producing plants that m'ake of this part

of the world a real "paradise" for the botanists.

LkC TDI tAMAXCARPA
0arb. Rodr.

'"he "Juan so co "
of Colonbia

Photo No. 4

II. TIES GRASSLAND~ FORESTS:

Between the rivers Guaviare, Arauca and 1leta exist

enormous extensions of prairies or savannas in which the
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vegetation is arrested in its growth in a certain part of the

year due to the dry season. This is the region of the "llanos"

of Casanare, Dan Martin y Meta. Many channels, rivers, swamps

and lagoons are found in this area. Along the sides of the

rivers and natural channels more or less broad belts of forests

exist. Such forests are called "Gallery Forests".

Here it is possible to find valuable essences like:

Algarroba Hymenae curbaril
Tonka beans or Sarrapia Real Dpter x odorata
Palosanto Zygophyllum arboreum
Carreto Genipa americana
Palo tigre Guarea trichiliodes
Granadillo Bueida capitata

Upon inconsistent soil, marshy in character and

treacherous on account of the soft substratum the "Meriohales"

(Mauritia flexuosa) form extensive groves.

Here this Grassland region is to Colombia what the

'Prairies" are to the U. S.- the best place for a prosperous

animal husbandry business. Raising of Spanish (almost wild)

cattle is the principal occupation of the inhabitants of the

"llanos".

III. MANGROVE SWAMP FOREST

An extended and narrow belt along the Pacific coast

and in several places of the Caribbean sea shore are integrated

by Mangrove Forests that are dependent not upon the natural

precipitation but upon the salt water that continually floods

and bathes their root system.

Here the mangle (Rhizophora mangle L.) form dense and
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almost pure stands that live in salt water continually im-

mersed. The other kind of mangles, Avicennia tomentosa,

Laguncularia racemosa and Conocarpus erectus, are able to live

in dry and wet soil, sometimes in brackish swamps. Some firms

are established already in this region extracting and exporting

tanning materials.

From the mangles can be obtained a valuable tanning

material in the form of extract or as powdered. The wood of

these species, principally of the Rhisophora, is valuable for

construction under ground and water.

IV. TFE XEROPHYTIC FORESTS:

In the more northern part of the country lies the

Goajira peninsula, where the mean temperature is 29 degrees sf
Gelwinsl and the mean annual precipitation is only of 300 to

800 mm. distributed in 18 or 56 days.

Here the soil is sandy, arid in character, and bear-

ing a vegetation of coarse grasses, brushy scrub or "deciduous

thorn forest" integrated by:

A. Along the water courses of the rainy periods the

caracoli (Rhinocarpus excelsa)

B. In the extensive prairies: a thin grass

"Aristida sp. "

C. In the marshy areas: the Sensitive Plant

(Mimosa pudica)

D. In drier regions the Cactaceae: as Opuntia

caribaeae, Cereus, Lemaireocereus, Pereskias, y Acanthocereus.
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E. In more moist r places appear small stands of

thorny trees life Mesquite (Prosopis Julifora), Acacia sp.,

?ithecolobium, Jacquinias. Among these may be found: Aspido-

sperma Dugandii, Amyris and Bursera simaruba.

F. Near the sea shore, more or less scattered in

groups, is found the valuable Dividive (eaesalpinia coriaria)

that is exported in order to utilize the tanning material of

its pods.

V. DECIDUOUS FORESTS:

In the great plains of the Caribbean Sea and inclu-

ding the lower portion of the Magdalena and Sinu rivers are

found forests of great wealth, valuable species, deciduous trees

in the dry seasonand with excellent sawtimber logs. These

deciduous trees, during the dry season, assume a bare, arid

appearance, but in the rainy season they are green and luxuriant.

Some investigator called this type of vegetable formation

"trophophilous forests". Here there is not an abundance of

armed trees and ground eattaoeae. Instead, the quantity of vines

and climbing plants is increased. These deciduous forests

possess a thin underbrush and circulation in many places is easy.

Deciduous forests in Colombia are differentiated from the "Rain

type of Forests" in the lessened vigor of vegetation and great

number of deciduous species.

This region possesses great agricultural wealth and is

divided at present into the cultivated portions, the "lanuras"

or plains of the Departments of Atlankico, Bolivar and Magdalena
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and the forested zones where exist forests of great commer-

cial. future, due to the value of the (essences for different

purposes and the ease of communication by rivers and ocean

to the markets of the world, especially the consuming centers

of Zurope and the United States. This zone of the "Deciduous

Forests" includesthe Lower M.agdalena Valley and the plains

bordering the Sinu, San Jorge, and Cesar y Valledupar Rivers.

Among numerous commercial species, we can find here:
The Tolu Balsamum Toluifera officinalis
The Tamaca palm Acrocomia ep.
The Noli palm or "American

palmisto" Corozo oleifera Bailey
The Carreto Aspidos erma Digandii Stindl.
The Colombian Miahagony Carin ana pyif ormuis Mere.
The papayotes Coahlsperusiftofium
The Alisic igo Bur sera s imavrruba
The tamnboro 13hzoimprahyum
The Royal Colom~bian M!ahogany Swietenia macrophyila ring.
Etc., etc. -

t .Photo N9.54-- ",'TTAYACAT TTOBO " of
Colomibia.

~A valuviable species
for cabinet work
Zrowin', in the
Decidnous Forests)
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VI. RAIN TYPE FOREST

This luxuriant type of forest can be found in those

regions of Colombia where the habitat is hygrophytic in char-

acter; high temperature, high humidity and high precipitation.

All this combinedwill give the optimum conditions for the

vegetative development in the tropical conditions for the

regions of Colombia. The more humid portions of the shore of

Magdalena, Cauca, Atrato, San Juan, Cesar, San Jorge, Patfa,

Valledupar, Mira, Baudo and Isquande rivers maintain this kind

of forest growth which, among other places, can be found in the

following regions:

A. The Forests of Baudo, Atrato, San Juan: this is an

area where the most humid region of the tropical America can be

found. Very frequently the explorer can find trees of elongated

leaves; the families Rubiacae, Melastomameae and Lauracef, re

abundant; the palms occur in profusion along the water course

of the river and some can become of economic importance. Lianas,

heavy and succulent Araceae, epiphites and Bromeliaceae are
J.

eomon. The Heliconia, with their gaudy red bracs and yellow

pedicels make a beautiful landscape among the green vegetation.

The Uraba Plains are situated around the Darien

Gulf and they are /integrated by the level and, for the most part,

forested lands of the Atrato, Turbo, and Leon river basins. The

forests of this region are almost unexplored. By the few data

gathered by the author of this thesis in an expedition over



there in 1942, it can be ascertained that they possess inval-

--ub-le wealth, not only in construction and cabinet timbers,

but also in f'ibres, oils, fats, tannin; and alcaloi&Iferous

plant s.
t63 ocCs

Amon; the most important forests are:

The "Pita Colombian" -
produces one of the strongest
fiber used by men.

The "Mangle" (MangroTe tree)

The "Caucho Negro"-
Duiring the 'World "O'ar II9 big
quantities of this rubber were
exported to the Allies, after an
expedition of the author to those
regions in rubber exploration made
with the cooperation of' the T'. S.
Department of Agriculture.

Aechmea j'agdalenae
Andre

Rhisophora mangle L.

Castillo& elastica
C e_

Photo. No. 6

C~lSTIL-7oy EKST ICA Cerr.

(t~auchol~egro" of' Colom-
bia.)



The Ifteondo" - Cavaniflesia platani-
which produces a wood fobi
lighter than the Balsa wood.

The "Palo Campeche" (Logwood) - Haemaatoxylon Cartechianuma
This valuable tree produces
a beautiful cabinet wood and
a rare and 'very useful dye,
whose principal ingredient
is the "heemetoxyline ".

The "Cativo" or "Amansamujer" that produces a resin that
industriall$/cn be utilized in lacquers and varnish.

B. In the Mfagdalena River M~ar ins and its
Tributaries -where the rain is abundant and

humidity great.

H~ere in the forests of the Miagdalena river and

its tributaries we have the inter-andlan valleys that are

formed by the almost level portions of basins, of those currents

among the elopes and ravines at the foot of the three branches

into which the Andian Cordillera is divided over the Colombian

territory.

Of special importance are the valleys of the

m~iddle 7,1agdalena and Cauca Rivers:

1. The middle Magdalena valley can be considered

as beginning in Garson and Pitalito (Huila) and forms the agri-

culturally rich "llanos" of plains of Tolima and gently merges

in the Banco with the Caribbean region. In this middle MLagdalena

valley the precipitation goes from 1,600 to 6,000 millimeters

annually, distributed during 136 to 295 days in the year. The

most valuable forested regions of this area are situated in:

La Viel river, Puerto Wilohes, C initarra, Carare, Tanla ~~aev
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Zapatosa and Bosques del Cesar river.

Among other valuable essences of this zone,

we can find here the following:

The "Dinde" that produces a very resistant to the decay-
wood and gives a yellow dye which can be industri-
alized. The botanical species is Cholophora
tinctoria Gaud

The "Diomate", sometimes called 'vegetable steel" due
to thefact that its heartwood is one of the
strongest. - Astronium graveolens Jacq.

The Trebol or "macacauba" of the Brazilians produces a
valuable wood for plywood making and is strongly
resistant to decay on the soil. - Platimiscium
polystachum.

The "Taparos", a kind of palm that produces more fat
than the coconut palm. Here is a comparison of the
percentage of fat between these two species:

COPRA: 63.10% of oil

Taparos (Attalea aps.): 65.76% of oil

The corresponding analysis was made by The Laboratory
of the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum in Bogota
(Colombia)

The "Mamarron" (Xamarron palm) - Attalea cohune - whose
seed, according to the above Laboratory, is richer in
fat than the Copra and Taparos.
Mamarron gave - 69.58% of oil by the Soxhlet system.

The "Palmas de Vine" (Wine palms) - Scheelea butyracea
Are *ssnees' rich in fat and the stem produces an
almost real wine.

2. The "Valle del Cauca' or Cauca Valley goes from

the northern part of the Department (State) of Cauca and ends

in the confluence with the Magdalena river. This zone includes

one of the most fertile regions of Colombia, from the Agricul-

tural point of view. Properly, the Cauca Valley is situated
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at 1,000 meters above sea level, but in our division of the

forest will include the plain land of the Cauca Department and

the level and humi region of the southern part of the Depart-

ment of Bolivar that is covered by extensive forests. Here

we can find, among many other hundreds of useful species:

The "Comino crespo" Aniba s .
In the opinion of the author o h thests,
this isthe most valuable and beautiful
Colombian wood. This wood can be utilised
for plywood, cabinet work of the most
expensive type. The wood is yellow, irides-
cent, and with pretty designs.

The Ocobo (Primavera) Tabebuia pentaphylla Nichols
Is a kind of wood that can be exported and the
North American manufacturers are already acquainted
with it.

The "Chicala" or "Flor amarillo" Tabebuia spectabilis
Pl. et Lind.

Very valuable wood by its weight, hardness and
resistance.

The Vegetable Ivory (Taguas) Phytele has Karstenii Cook
An abundant species whose fruits are real ivory
utilised in the industry for buttons, toys. etc.

The "Perillo" or Chille Achras sp.
Since many years ago, this chicle has been ex-
ported to the U. S. by the Colombian merchants
along the Cauca and Magdalena rivers.

C. The Catatumbo Forest: situated near Venezuela and

is a "heavy tropical forest" in which the vegetation is profuse

and gigantic. Here are abundant the trees of the genus Ficus,

Cecropias and Leeythis and a kind of very useful caoba

(Swietenia De Candollei), the Guaimaro (Brossimum columbiensis).

Here in these forests it is possible to find

excellent hemostatics; a/s o ..
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The gigantic "Caracoli" - Rhinocarpus excelsa

The wood of this rapid growing species can be util-

ized in craft making, like canoes, boats, and boxes and

orates for shipments.

The Copaiba or "Canime" - Copaiva officinalis Jacg.

In the interior cavities of this tree, a kind of

balsam or oil is formed and this oil can be utilised in

industry and medicine for lacquers, varnishes, anti-

syphilitic remedies etc.

VII. SUBTROPICAL ZONE FORXSTS :

In the base of the Andes and Sierra Nevada de Santa-

marta, the high temperature is affected by the altitude of the

forests as they are ascending in the slopes of the mountain.

Here we have the torrid climates (Clima caliente) similar to

the temperature of the contiguous areas of the big rivers

like Magdalena and Cauca. For the purpose of this study, the

author is considering as Subtropical Forest all those masses

of vegetation situated between 0 meters and 400 meters above

sea level. Average temperature is of 27 to 28 degrees C. The

same kind of forest can be found in all the slopes of the Andes

where the altitude is of 400 meters to 1,000 meters but in

which the climate on the average is 23 to 26 degrees C.

I



(;ani Vicente del Ca-

Photo No. 7

This subtropical Evergreen Forest is very similar in

the kind of botanical aps. to the adjacen~t Rain Forest type of

the low land; thedifferenoe consisting in aerial world of life

formed by a wide variety of epiphytic ferns, mosses,

broiueliaceaea, orquidaceae#, et&. Here, the occurrence of tree-

ferns is more pronounced than in the rain-type of forests of the

lowlands. In this Subtropical Zone Forest lianas and different

kinds of palms are likely to occur but the density per acre of

stand and the sps. are not the same, in comparison with the
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plains. This habitat of subtropical conditions will show more

flowering bloom and consequently more pollinating insects and

birds.

This subtropical zone, at the base of the mountains,

united with the Inter-andjan Valleys and the coastal plains

constitute what, in the common language, is called "The Tierras

Calientes"; that is, the torrid climates with average tempera-

ture that ranges from:

23 to 26 degrees centigrade in the subtropical zone
29 to 31 " " Atrato river valley
31 - - " " " )Magdalena river valley
32 to 33 " " Colombian Amazon valley

The 'elimas calientes" or torrid climates comprise

831,500 square kilometers and approximately 21 millions of peo-

ple are living there. The rest of the territory possesses mild

temperate and cold temperate climates where the conditions are

favorable to human life.

No seasons (in the sense understood by Europeans)

occur in Colombia. Over there there is (an eternal spring. The

trees grow all the year round, if the humidity is favorable.

The flowering season is not limited to April and Nay; some

species or otherseare blooming at any time of the year. The

rainy period the Colombians call WINT3R and the dry season,

In the base and lower portions of the Andean slopes

the naturalists will finds the resins, the rubbers, the balsams,

theantidots, theimluable fibers, the antipiretic plants and the



alcaloids, according to the opinion of the greatest Colombian

scientist, Francisco Jose do Caldas
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"Cedro bogotano" Cedrela bogotensis
"Cedro cebollo " Cedrela mexicanaRoomser
"Cedro mends" Cedi amontaiia
"Cedre Jaspeado" Cedrela Fissil _ Vell

These cedars are fast growing species and can be

utilised with great advantage in the reforestation and building

up of artificial forests.

VIII. IIDDLE CLIIATIC WEVRGRUEIN FORE~STS

Comprise all masses of vegetation that are situated

between 1,000 and 2,000 meters above sea level, with mean annual

temperatures between 18 and 25 degrees of Celsius. More than

180,000 pqu~e kilometers are in this area, where 4,0000000

people live; the whole constituting the "Coffee Belt", one of the

principal Colombian products for export. TJ-I COLOMBIAN COFFEE

IS MH B3ST MILD C OFE2R INW THE WHOLE W7ORLD.

At the time of the Spanish conquest, the regions of

this zone were covered by dense forests which the white men out
down to make roon~for his crops and pastures in many places. In

spite of this fact, here and there remain, up to the present time,

small or enormous extensions of lands where the forest is in its

virgin eondIition.

Among the natives in the Plant Kingdom, we will find

here::

The Cinchona tree (mtinas) - genus Cinchona sir.

This sonl* is the best as a natural habitat for the
C inohonast especially the CINCHtONA PT7hESCENS Vahl. and the Cinchona

officinalis L from the 1,800 meters rip.



miring the First World Wsar and especially in

the Second one, the Cinchon~a tree of this Colombian zone gage

to the Allies many hundreds of tons of' bark that went to all

parts of the world, saving the life of the armuies against

malarial fever.

The Wax Mfyrtles (Ol~Aureles do cera") -Mria pubescens
Eyric a poly carpa

These valuable shrubs, which like to grow in poor

and sandy soils, produce a kind of wax that is exported to dif-

ferent markets of the world. In certain region. of Colombia the

cultivation of the Mfyrtle wax is already established, as in the
"wuniciplo" (county) of Tambes (Department of Marino). The

counties of the "Olive Zone in Colombia", as Leiva, Raquira,

Tin jaca and Satamarchan in Depto, of Boyaca are very apt for
this kind of cultivation.

The Guaduas - (Guadua angustifolia

The Middle Climate Evergreen Forests Zone is also

the natural habitat of the Guaduas (plants similar to the Asia-

tic bambu), which constitutes one of the most useful bailding

material. This is a species of plant that can be easily culti-

vated, its natural rotation is very short and always there is a

ready market for i t.

The Erythrinas - T3rthrins Tiubrosa
Earthr inaa pisano Wi lld.

rthrina Slauca
.Erythrina corallodendron etc.

Theabove are some of the species of these trees

that are very useful as shade for cocoa and coffee plantation



and produce a soft and useful wood that can be employed in the

packing industry, match factories etc.

IX. SJBALPINE EVERGREEN FORESTS

The sone in which are situated the fertile plateaus

of the Bogota Sabana, the valleys of Cerinsa, Chiquinquira,

Sogamoso, Pamplona and Tquerres has a cool climate; a temper-

ature between 10 and 18 degrees centigrade; the altitude is be-

tween 2,000 to 3,000 meters above sea level. It is a very

healthy climate, free from insect pests (for human beings) and

has an invigorating environment exceptionally adapted for intel-

leotual studies. 10.5% of the Colombian area is situated in

this climate, which is especially favorable for European immig-

ration.

Here the forests are lower in height than in the

"Middle Climate ". The views of the stands are beautiful and

luxuriant, the trees are more uniformly made and compactly

branched with round tops and are park-like in formation in the

upper regions near the "Bushland".

The forests in the limit (between the middle climates

and the Subalpine Zone) and those of the Cool Temperate climates

up to the 2,700 meters above sea level, grow in a humid atmos-

phere produced bythe condensation of the moisture laden air

ourrents which come up from the lower lands. Here the forests

can be considered as "hygrophilous" and they are integrated by
7

rustic trees, middle in size and growing in what we call in

Spanish a dense "Sotobosque*.
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Here the orchids, the ephyphytes, the arborescent

ferns and the graminaceous "chusques" (Chusquea scandens L) are

abundant. Here is also the home of the gramninaceous plants, the

lichens and the ari-ptogamous. '

Near the upper level of these forests, the Russian

Professor Bukasowand other investigators (including the author

of this thesis) have found many of the ancestors and relatives

( Solesu andigenums) of our cultivated potato (Solanium tuberosun).e

Among many other plants that produce valuable woods,

fibres, osiers, dyes, resins, waxes, etc. we can find ira these

forests the following:

The Colombian Pines ("Pinos Colombianos") - genus

Podocarpus. With these names are known in Colombia all the mem-

bers of the genus Podocarius. They produce one of the best woods

for cabinet work. The material is immune to the borers and is

easy to work. These are the different species known in Colombia

up to date:

"Pino Romeron" Pooa smcotv Parl
"Pino Colombiano" Poea stafla
"Pino Ayuelo" Podocar us montanus var Commsuis
"Chaqiiro " Podocar us taxifoli var.

dens if oa
"Pino negro" Podocarpus taxifolia var.

montana Willd.

The Dividivi or Brasil - Coulteria tictoria H. B. K.

a resistant species that grows in poor and dry soils producing

in the pods valuable tanoids that the industry utilizes in the

tanneries.

The OEncenillos" The"Enenilos Weimnia genus. This kind of
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tree forms almost pure stands that produce a kind of wood use-

ful for general onrstruction including flooring and inside

decoration. The bark is a tanning material, that is at present

actively exploited to supply the local factories.

The Cinchona 'TUINA' - Cinchona off icinalis L.

The tree constitutes the richest native species in alcaaloids

and has the advantage that its growing belt goes up to the

3,300 meter above sea level. With this Cinchona ff icinalis L.

as a stock in thecool temperate climates and the Cinchona

jiytahayensis in the middle ones, Colombia is able to grow and

cultivate the Cinchonas in a very wide range.

The Cedars and Walnuts - Among the precious woods,

these are notablefor the color, working qualities and quality

of the :

'Cedro bogotano" Cedrela bogotensis
'Cedro Mogal" 'ln cclmbinsis var.

boens, a /

"Cedro Negro' Lialans columbiensis D)ode

The last two species are walnuts similar to the Amer-

Loan ones, and from thems oan be obtained a precious wood for

airplane, shipbuilding, cabinet and other works. The natual

rotation of these walnuts does not exceed 30 to 40 years.

The '3sterilla' - Orthosanthus chimborc anis
Be. B. K.) Baker

produces a fiber, known in the markets as MXaria, s fiber',

that is employed after bleaching and pressing in the production

of a certain kind of brushes. The roots are fiber.

The "Juncos y E~spartos" - Juncus storae
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JUUous andreanus

JTuncus dens iflerus
H. B. K.

These are plants of humid and wet soils# in marshes

and lagoons, and they can be employed in numerous industrial

products such as ropes, raw material for paper, baskets and

furniture.

The "Calagualas" - Polypodium xlauco hylus Kze.
Pvipdircerus sum H. B.K.
Poly-podium lance olatum L.
Polypodium calaguala

These are species that possess antipiretic, astringent and anti-

venereal qualities that pharmacy and medicine can utilize.

The Oaks Qjiercus and larthrobalanus genus

The Colombian oaks are close relatives of the Anerican

ones and they aresituated, in general, in pure stands and grow

at an altitude of 2,400 mesters. These oaks produce a resistant,

heavy and valuable wood which, aside from its qualities for

general construction, give a charcoal of first quality.

Among the Ornamental species of these forests, the

following are outstanding:

The "Mayo." Chaetogastra spocilosa
The "Sietecueros" riania nobilis
The "San Juanito M.,orado" Tibouchina mollis
The beautiful "Flor de Mayo" Tibouchinar lepidotaTh "Rqe"Vla tiwlris
The "Alcaparros" Cassia tomentosa
The "BeJ uco clavellino" Hutisia olemsatis Linn.
The "Amarraboyo" Chaet ogas tra macrophrlla
The "Coral" Loranthus americanus
The "Rosalio" Blokea andreana
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Photo No. 10

CH"ETOIASTRA S 3'C IOSA

(One of the most beautiful ornamental
plants of the Subal ins EivergreenForests of Colombia)

X TH-3 BTJSHLaAbU YORFST

Somiewhat similar to the American "Chaparral", there

is a shrubbery forest forinrg a transitory belt between the

"Paramos or Anidian !7eadows" (somebody called these formations

"Alpine Y!eadows"), and the Sub-andtan Fiorests of the cool cli-

mates. H!ere the elevation may be approximately between 3,000
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Iseters and 3,500 meters above the Beselt# geoid*; temperature

may be between 5 and 10 degrees of Celsius. Here the plants are

drought-resistant.

In thisbruuhwood forest, the trees become more and

more stunted, ending in being so lowr and spreading that some-

times it is possible to walk upon thew. This is also the home

of Weinuannias, Rubus, Berberis, Fuchsias, Clematis, Boisareas,

Tagetes, Odontoglossums, Tjsneas, Salvias, Vacciniums yperioums,

Gaultherias, etc. Depending upon the region and the ecological

conditions above the 3200 meters above sea level are found the

formation called "PAIWIOS" or Andlfan Meadows, where the surface

of the earth is covered by short grasses, shrubby bushes and

where the "frailej on" (Speletia) , "oche" (Stipa ichu)-t grass pre-

dominates.

Here the sheep industry can be developed on an extra-

ordinary scale, if care is taken to prevent pests and diseases.

Te are sure that "llama', "apca" and vicunas can be acclima-

tized in these altitudes -That must be exploited in an econo-
mical way.

INFLUENCE AND INDISPENSABILITY OF THEl FOMISTS

All theabove mentioned forests possess an extraordinary

wealth that has influenced the past of the Colombian people and

will provide in the future for many achievements in the road of

progress and civilization. Among the innumerable influences, the

Colombian forests:s
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1) Provided with food, shelter and dress the Pre-

Colombian aborigines;

2) The same was done, and is continuing to be done,

with the descendants of the Spanish conquerors and the present

tribes that inhabit the vast forests and grassy plains of the

Colombian Amazonian valley;

3) From the time of the Spanisit conquest up to the

present time the forest provided precious woods for cabinet

making, house construction, boat building, ship construction,

railroad ties, telephone poles etc.

4) The forests, with the powerful aid of climate,

in general made our soils upon which we are cultivating and

living.

5) Precious woods have been the object of exportation

to Europe and the TJnited States as a means of getting inter-

national currency, aside from coffee, platinum, emeralds, pet-

roleum and gold.

6) The Colombian tanning materials are valuable in the

markets abroad;

7) Oils and vegetable fats are always at high prices;

8) The "Golden Tree", as it is called, or Cinohona

produces the Quinine that helped the Allies to win two waras

9) Several times our rubber (Siringa and Caueho negro)

has attained great demand in the markets abroad.

10) The vegetable fibers, like the Piassaba, Cwmare

and Chiruiohi ue are very well known;



11) Aromatic essences like tonka beans and vanilla

are sent everywhere to foreign countries;

12) The latex of Coumas, Acras, and Massarandubas

is a continuous object of exportation for the chicle factories;

13) Iogwood, Brasil and Fustete have produced beauti-

ful colors and useful things, as varnishes, lacquers, dyes,

shoe polishes andtyping and printing inks

14) Medicinal plants like Zarzaparrilla, Ipeca, etc.

have helped many pains of humanity;

15) The Colombian ivory palm has buttoned up thousands

of citizens of the world;

16) In 1923 Zon and Sparhawk, in their book entitled

"Forests Resources of the World", calculated that 5 towns with a

population of 300,000 inhabitants consumed about 13 millions of

board feet or 120 million board feet for the entire country;

with the present population, the entire consumption of wood

would be approximately from 300 to 360 million board feet in

1946. The anterior number is for sawlumber, hewlumber and rail-

road ties;

17) All wooden material needed for railroad construc-

tions, bridges, ports, and mines has been supplied by the

forests.
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FORESTS OF COL~OMiBIA

(SEC OND PART)

In order to give an idea of the comercial

possibilities that can be developed from the

-fiem--,the Colombian Forests, we are going to

describe some of the species that produce

tanning materials, woods for exports, balsa s,

dyes, rubbers, fiber, fats, oils, resins,

chicles, etc.

It is considered tha~t more than 300,000 botana-

ical species grow in the Colombian territory.

Halt of them are not even classified, since,in

order to describe all the valuable species, it

would require volumes.

In this "Second Part', and in the proper place,

we present some new apparatus and systems to ex-

ploit those plants without injuring their pro-

ductive capacity.

Finally, some suggestions are made as to how to

preserve, study and industrialize the valuable

forests of this nation.



BAL SAM S

Of the Colombian species that can be advantageously

utilized as balsasuwprodacing plants, we mention the following

as an example:

1) "Balsamo del Tolu" in Colombia - Toluifera
TfficTnalis

This species has been called also "Palo de

Balsamo " and "Arbol del Balsame ". This is a very valuable spe-

eies for the balsam that it produces and its excellent wood.

In all parts of the tree a balsam or resin is found

that, when extracted, is solid, sometimes viscous, of bitter

taste, granulous structure, semi-transparent in nature and a

reddish-yellow in color. This balsam has an extremely agreeable

odor and the Roman Catholic Church employs it for administering

the "Holy Chrism" and for incense in the religious ceremonies.

This church went so far as to declare a sacrilege the cutting

or injuring of the Balsamo. This "Balsamo del Tolu" has a defi-

nite and notable action on the respiratory system and has been

employed to combat venereal diseases, asthma, rheumatism,

stomach troubles, itch eta.

In the industry the "Balsamo del Tole" (not Bal-

sam of Peru) can be utilised in perfume manufacture, cosmetics,

ointments, flavoring of beverages. The bark of the Malsame

del Tolu" is employed in several parts of Colombia as an excel-

lent cicatricial remedy for ulcers and wounds.

From a sample of "Bialsamo Rosado" brought by the
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author from the forest of Rio Orteguzasa (Caqueta), the follow-

inag results were obtained:

mliddity 10.00%
Ashes 9.49°
Beneenie extract 1.84%
Alcoholic extract O7

COLOM 3I1A X 3 AT A TA

"Balata" is the name ap~lied to all those trees that

when their bark is wounded produce a white latex which, on

coagulation, gives rise to a tenacious, hard and flexible poly-

terpene (C5 118) x at roome temperature. It is a kind of gutta-

peroha. When thebalata is heated, it becomes soft, mellow and

pasty. This balata gum is very valuable in the modern industry

because it has the particularity that when subject' to high

temperatures its behavior is similar to the other polyterpene

RUBBER: and -vice versa, a low temperatuire rubber behaves like

balata. The combination of these properties renders these pro-

ducts more valuable, especially in the ranufacturing or trans-

mission bands, tanks for airplanes, catheters, etc. Several

botanical species produced in Colombia balata on a comimercial

scale:

1) The "BAYLATA ROJA"' - ?ianilkara bidentata Chev.

'The Iluitoto Indians na'me this species "fafacona"

and in the Coreguajea language is called "tanquzeoj oguito".

Thisis the most valuable balata produced by the

Colombian Amazonian region and has been in exploitation sine



the last century. The trees produce the gust, an excellent

timber, the latex is employed by the natives as food, and in-

fusion of the leaves is employed against paralysis. This bala-

ta gume always brings a high price in the minrkets, in comparison

with other forest products.

2hoto No. 11

NIJJ ARA BI7"TNTATA Chev.

(The "Balata Roja" of Colomabia, being
tapped by a 'iuitoto Indian in the
?utumayo forests)

In spite of the utility off this species, the 'bala-

teros" (balata gatherers) are employing a system of tapping V



incisions which girdle the trunk, killing the hen of the golden

eggs. To prevent that the author of this thesis, in the above

mentioned expedition, tried to develop a system or an apparatus

which will preserve the life and productivity of the species.

The apparatus that was invented is shown in the following

photo, but its results need more tests and modifications, due

to the fact that the bark of the "Balata Roja" is corky, fibrous

and resistant to the penetration of cutting tools. See Drawing

No. ..

The wood of the "Balata Roja" is brownish-red in

color, is of finetexture, straight grain, highly resistant to

decay and can be used especially in durable construction like

bridges, railway ties, poles, posts. Due to the coloration, this

wood is called beefwood and horseflesh.

Awaiting to improve the apparatus here shown, the

author of this thesis suggests the following system of tapping

the Balatax trees, in order to avoid the wanton destruction

that at present is taking place:

a) The "balatere", with climbing spurs, must begin

carefully making incisions in the form of a V in one face only

of the trunk; the inclination of these incisions must be 45

degrees and the width of them must not exceed 0.03m.; the dis-

tance between the V's is 0.40m.

b) It is necessary to teach the worker that the

stroke must be of such gentle force that the edge of the mach-

ete will out onlyfour-fifths (4/5) of the total thickness of the



bark. This is not 8o difficult to accom-plish if one remembers

that the outside 4/5 of the balata bark are dark red in color

and the Cambium layer, or vital zone, is3 of light pink and ,iust

not be touched with the machete. See D~rawin No. .

Tapping with this system, we obtain 17 kilos of

latex (12 to 13 kilos of dry gum) from a tree that was 24 meter

height, and with d. b. he of 1 meter. (Campameant of Portales -

Caguan River - Caqueta)

We found the "Balata Rojat' in forests of qua-

brada Tagua (matumayo), in Portales (Caguan river), forests of

"Quebradon de Iuitoto" and in the region of San Vicente del

Caguan and Puerto Rico (Caqueta). There is reliable information

of the existence of this species of balata in :

Forests of M~esay, Papunauba, Cuemuny, Cauinari,

Cuinare, Yari, and (uiania rivers.

Analysi s of the Balata Ro a:

On a sample of "Balata Ro ja " gum brought by the

author from the Caqueta region, the )Tal. Lab. obtained the

following:

Asher$ 0.6O;
Resin, soluble in

acetone 45.55f(ross rubber 54. 44;'

2) The "BLi BISA CA' - FEoclinusa balata Dhacke
Thisspecies is~ called by the Brazilians "Cuquirana"

and produces a gum that is black outedie and white when the

cake ise open. According to :Jr. L. N. Norzagars the "Balata Blanca"
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has a percentage of autta of 35%~; this species has been exploited

in all the Colombian Amazonian region arid has the advantage of

its bark being soft, easy to cut and, similar to the "Juansoco"

bark, it can be tapped with our Jebong modified knife.

We fouand the "Balata Blanca" in the forests of

Pescado, (uecoohara, Caguan and Jetucha rivers.

3) The "BA.T ATA CHN1rONGO " - Probable Syerxlon sp.

Thisis an abundant tree in the Colombian Amazonian

region and has a latex that is much richer in resins than the

two previously mentioned( species. The reserves of this tree are

almost untouched.

AW& hoto N~o.L
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4) The NXISP$RIL.O' of Colombia

Produces the balata that is exported from the

forest of Mlagdalena and Cauca rivers and its tributaries.

Te found this tree in the forest of Puerto

Wilohes, Aguas Claras and Bocas del Rosario (Santander).

5) "BAATIAIA" of Caqueta - -Probably a > anilkara $p.

Was found in the forest of Caqueta and Putumayo.

?rom seamples of the latex brought to the Nal. Lab. by the

author, the analysis gave:

Ashes s0. 38;,
Proteins 1.12%
Resins 45. 58;0
Volatile products at 18 deg~rees C. 18.32;4
Balata 34.00%
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How the 1"balata Roja 1' mi-ist be tapped to obtain the
maximum of latex, under sustained yield production.-
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Among the numerous Colombian (essence's that can pro-

due resins, we can mention the following:

1) "Algarrobo" of Colombia - Tlymanaea curbarilL,

produces the so called "South American Copal", a

resin like gum ex1$udated by the trunk that hardens in the ground

into lumps in a quantity of 1 barrel per year and per tree of

large size. Promthis copal varnishes are made, and the churches

in Central America burned it as incense due to its agreeable

odor.

Surrounding the seeds of this "Algarrobo", there

is a white, sweetjand edible substance that can be utilized for

flavoring beverages, and, when it is fermented, gives a liquor

similar to beer.

In a rustic way, the bark can be utilized-as a

canoe which sometimes can hold up to 30 men.

2) "Resbalamono" or "Indiodesnudo" of Colombia -

Elaphrium simaruba () Rose

This is the "Gumbolimbo" of North Americans and

"Jiote" of 'uiatemala. This tree produces in the liber sece-

tory canals, which give origin to a resin called "OHIBtJ" and,

in Central America, "copal "o This last word is of iahuatl3

origin and is, at the present time, applied to all kinds of resin

that c ome to the north Amer ican and European m~rke ts from Asia,

Africa, and South America. The resin is gathered by notching the
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trunk, received in gourds, is boiled and the resin skimmed off.

The resina CHIBU of Colombia can be utilized as incense in the

churches; varnishes and lace can be made from it. This resin

is a substitute for glue and sometimes is used for mending

broken glass and ehinaware. The "resina CHIBUO of the "Resbal-

amono" can be utilized for calking boats and canoes, having the

advantage that itpreserves the wood against the attacks of

borers and termites. The Spaniards gave the name of "Goma

Elemi" to the resin or copal, according to Standley and

Steyermark.

The wood of "Resbalamono" is very perishable in

contact with the ground or water; is medium to coarse in tex-

ture; very easy to work; resinous in nature; can be polished

very fine; is light in weight and soft; and the coloration is

white or brownish-white, sometimes with black spots due to de-

feats in the seasoning. This wood, according to Dr. Armando

Dugand (Director of the Colombian Institute of Natural Sciences),

can be utilized as a source of pulpwood for paper making; it

can be used with advantage also in the making of crates, boxes,

fuel and charcoal.

The author of this thesis has found the "Resbal-

amono" in abundant quantities in the Colombian forests, corres-

ponding to the DECIDUOUS and RAIN TYPE of forests of our classi-

fication. We have found the dumbolimbo in the regions of:

La Ceiba (Puerto Salgar), Campanito (San Carlos - Bolivar),

Bocas del Rosario (Santander), San Vicente del Caguan and



Montaniita (in Comisaria especial del Caqueta).

3) The "oarano" of Colombia - Protium earanna Mareh.

Thisspecies produces a wood that can be utilized

for boats and canoe construction.

The "Carano's" bark and also the fruits produce a

resin called "CARANA" and sometimes "Tacamaca". This resin is

brownish, greenish yellow, solid at room temperature and it

has a "sui-generis" smell, strong and agreeable.

Thisresin can be employed for preparing ointments

and balsams; it has valnerary and healing qualities for wounds

and other skin troubles. It has been applied successfully to

hernias and the people attributed to this resin anti-rheumatic,

pectoral and analgesic qualities that it is necessary to prove

with adequate tests.

The author has found this botanical species in the

forests called inthis work, DECIDUOUS, RAIN TYPE FOREST and sub-

tropical Evergreen Forests; in particular San Vicente del Caguan

(Comisaria del Caqueta); (uaoamayas, Puerto Rico and Montanita

of the same region.

4) The "OTOBO" or "Otobero" of Colombia -

Dial anthera otoba
H.B.K. Warbing

This extraordinary tree produces a resinous fat

ealled "OTOBA" which is yellowish in color, with a peculiar

odor, and employed by the Colombian people especially against

dermatosis caused by the "Sareoptes seabie" that produces itch

or mange in men and animals. The result is excellent. By the
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oral way, the 'otoba" is taken as antisyphitic. Several at-

tempts have been realized to make soaps and candles and the
result was good. The sour latex from the bark has been util-.

ied against the aphthae.

The Agrioultural Engineer, Luis A. Oroseep of

Colombia, is making several experiments with this resinous fat

to prove its properties and economical use as an insecticide
against the aphids of cultivated plants. The wood is used for

tommon construction work.

The otobo has been found especially in the Sub-.

tropical Evergreen forests described in this thesis, between

the 300 to 1,000 meters above sea level. The author found the

"Otobero' in the forests of Caquetai and H~uila; there is reliable

information that it exists in Guaduas (Cundinamarca ), Honda

(Tolima.), Santander do Quilichac (Cauca), Casanare (Department

of Boyaca) and Guadalajara river (Valle). The most abundance

seems to exist, as far as it is known, in the neighborhood of
Santander de (Luilichao.

C OLOMB IAN VEGETABLE TAXE~S

Several species in the Colombian forests pr'oduoe

waxes of commercial applications. We believe that it is possi-

ble to industrialize and cultivate some of them. Here we men-

tion briefly the most important.

1) The "PAIXAS DE CIM"' or "Wax Palms'" -

Ceroxylon forrusineum



Caroxylon Q"uindiunse
Ceroxylon Schultzei

These are the Colombian species of palis-wax that

produce a product that is exported every year to the markets
abroad. These palms are found in Colombia in the "Middle Cli-

mate Evergreen Forests"', especially in the Quindio region

(Department of Caldas), in conneroial concentration that can be

*ultivated, preserved and exploited with a more rational tech-
nique because,# at wesents the gathering of the wax in the trunks

is laborious and wasteful. A further research must be done in

this respect. The Ceroxylons are found also in the H~uila Forests

and the higher parts of Sierra Nevada de Santa M4arta (Magdalena

Department).

The Colombian palm-wax can -be-replaced in many in-

stances 4ro- the Caunauba wax and the Candelilla wax in the manua-
facture of varnishes, floor waxes, eandles, face-wax (Ceras ner-

colisadas"), raincoats, linoleums waxed cloth, plastics, phon-

ograph records, ointments and shoe polishes. The Colombian palm-

Vax has a white-greenish color. It is brittle, porous and with-

out odor or taste. Aecording to Boussingault and Bonastre this

forest-product is/a mixture of resins with a orystalisable, waxy

substance, whose composition is the following:

]ClementAnalrsis _b Boussinazault Analysis b Tschmakcer

Carbon 80.28% 80.28%
hydrogen 13. 20%' 13. }0%
oxygen 6.5 2% 6 w5%
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The combined quantities of palm-wax and myrtle-wam

exported by Colombia can be evaluated by the following data,

whose numbers were furnished by the Colombian "Contraloria de

la Republica" from 1934 to 1940:

Years Kilos ~xorted Value In Colombian $

1934 239853 Pe 9,483
1935 24,548 10,581
1936 15,808 8,339
1937 26,619 6,M7
1938 19,241 5,375
1939 78,175 52,917
1940 100,000 68,706

2) The 1WITTRT!JTPFS D)E C)ERA" =i c~aonarp
iaa.ubesoens & others

The "Laureles de Cera" produce a berry-wax that

can be employed, more or less, in the same industrial applica-

tions as the palm-wax, These shrubs are distributed in the

slopes of the mountains, in the Iliddle Temperate to The Sub-

Alpine 3vergreen Forests of the country, especially in the Do-

partments of 1Rariiio, Boyaca, Cundinama~rca and Antioquia. The

author has found abundance of these shrubs in Cerinsa Valley

(Boyaca), watersheds of Cali river, and in the olive-growing

region of Raquira, Tinj aca, Sutamarchan, Sachica and Leiva
(Boyaca In the State of Narineo many artificial plantations are

made, and from the county of EL. TANBO a production of myrtle-

wax is reported of 11,730 "arrobas " (an "arroba" is 25 metric

pounds) for the year 1940 alone.

In the olive region of Boyaca, the yield in wax is
the following:
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From 10 metric pounds of "laurel" berries, the

nlatives obtain 1 mietric -,ound of wax; a, shrub can produce 750

grams of dried berries and there are two crops in the year.

The main crop occurs in the month of September, October and

November, the secondary one in March, April and Tlay.

1-~

Photo No. 13

T!T "'UAT1 URM PAT210

(of the Atrato river,
Colombia)
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The 'T. S. consumes about 6,000 metric tone of chicle

yearly. The chicle gumrs of Colombia are produced by different

species and different genus of trees. Since many years ago,

the gathering of the chicle-latex in different pm~ts of' the

country has constitued a source of wealth for merchants, and

destruction of trees. Mere we mention some of' the trees that

produce a gum that is employed by the chiclets industry and

used by everybody. A new apparatus and a new system of tapping

is described in an attempt to preserve a natural resource.

A. The ?lJTTKS)CO " of Colombia - C ouma macrocarua

"Juansoco" is the name of' the tree in the Coreguaje

language; "lccucal of' Tiuitotos. Thi3 is the species that exist

in abundance in certain regions of the Colombian Amazonian For-

ests, and produce. a chicle-gum. It rust be remembered that this

product and the other chicles that come from the Colombian ports

bear the name of "Goma Perillo ".

The gum produced by the "JTuansoco" comes fromi the

bark of the tree that has a very white, sweet and nutritious

latex. This latex is utilized by the natives for diarrhoeas.

This latex, by evaporation, is concentrated in a form of' cakes

called ".iarqueta' of' 0.35 mn to 0.30 mn to 0.2?5 mn. After several

experiments in 1942, in the Caguan river, the author found that

an average 86 metric pounds of fresh latex will give, after

evaporation of water, 45 to 50 pounds of' ry gun. M!aking a
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machete incision in the form of a V all along the trunk of an

average tree, we obtain 8 pounds of lates or approximately 4

pounds of dry chicle.

Barbarous System of Tapping

Withoutany scientifie reason, the wealth represented

by the chicles and "Juansoos" has been slowly destroyed, year

after year, with the barbarous systems employed by the "Juanso-

queros" (chicle gatherers) and the companies that sponsored them.

Two systems are employed at present for tapping the "Juansoco"a

a) One is the complete cutting down of the trees, in

which incisions are made in a circular way to bleed the trunk;

b) Second, with apparatus for climbing the trees, the

"Juansoquero"' begins making a machete incisios on the trunk,

from the lower portion up, in the form of a V and with an in-

clination of 45 degrees. The incisions practically girdle the

tree, the depth of the wounds is not controlled, and the tree

dies, undoubtedly, through faulty nutrition, post and diseases.

A New System of Tapoing *Juansooo"

After many trials and experiments made in the Putumayo

and Caqueta forest by the author of this thesis in 1942, a new

system of tapping "Juansoco" was developed. This system was-in-

tended to preserve the life of the tree, to extract the gum in

a permanent way without affecting the health of the species.

Detailed information on the experiments and conclusions can be

found in our Report of August 1942 to the Ministry of National

Eoonomy - Bogota. The report is entitled: "LAS RIQTEZAS
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FO1E3TA~ DEL CA.J3TA" (The Forest , ealth of the Caqueta

region).

M~odification of' the Jebona~ :niffe

During the already mentioned expedition to the A zon-

ian region, several apparatus were developed and tested for

tapping "Juansoco ". Somue of themu are shown by the pictures in

this thesis. But of all, only a muodification: of the Jebong

knife (used in Java to tap Tieyea rubber) gave excellent results.

Hsere is the Photo, of the new apparatus, whose original is in

the "lluseo Foetl of the Forest Section of Xinistery of IN&-

tional Economiy - Bogota:

Photo No. 14

M{ODIFIE) JSBONG KNIFE
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The dimensions of this apparatus are as follows:

Length of the knife 0.21 m.
Diameter of the socket 0.028m.
Width of the knife 0.03 m.
Thickness of the knife 0.003m.
Length of the incurvating knife 0.022m.
Maximum width of the cutting angle 0.011n.

A System To Insure Permanent Production:

In order to preserve the life of the chicle trees

and insure their permanent productive power, the following

rules must be followed:

1) The chicle gatherer (with climbing apparatus)

with our knife must begin making, in one face of the trunk only,

V ineisions with an angle of 40 to 45 degrees;

2) The distance between each pair of incisions that

form the V must be of 0.60 m,. and they must be made with several

careful strokes;

3) The bark of 'Juansoco" is very easy work and the

chicle gatherer must observe that the outer part of the bark is

of a pink color that fades as soon as the incision approaches

the Cambium layer, which is of a light pinkish tint. This layer

must not be touched, because the success of the system lies in

the prevention of doing any damage to this light pinkish cambium

layer. The change of color with the depth of incisions is al-

ways so noticeable that no mistake is possible. With experience

and care, the worker can do this operation fast and efficiently,

as was tested with Indian and white workers in the Caqueta

region.
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Thoto No. 15

TAT'? IXG "JUTA SOCOC"
(Thefirst two upper V incisions were
muade with our modified Jebong knife;
the worker is showing~ that vertical
or too wide incisions must not be
made because they are difficult to
heal)

(Florencia - Colombia)

4) Thiskind of incision is made ONALY in one face of

the trunk, from the ground up to the first pair of branches.

XThen the operation is well done, the wounds will heal in about

8 to 10 months. Then the operation can be done on the other

side, alternatingthe faces.
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B. The other species of chicle-producing trees ins

Colombia are:

1) The Nisperillo - Ahassota I

This is the Sapodilla tree of other regions, and

we presume that our tapping system can be applied, after care-

ful experiments. The Ni spero is found in Colombia, especially

in the Rain Type Forests of the Pacific Ocean and Magdalen&.

river. The author fo'ind the Nisperillo in the -Puerto 'Wilches
region.

2) The "Cairno Perillo" - Several species of

f.

Photo No. 16

TAPPING APPARATUS

(This was designed by
the author in an at-
tempt to tap "Juansoco':
The result was not sat-
isfactory. During our
expedition to the Colom-
bian Amazon ian region in
1940. more than 15 appar-
atus for tapping Castil-
las, Heveas and C owsas
were designed or tested)
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Photo No. 17

TAPP ING~ APPARATUS

(Another apparatus designed for
tapping chicles and ruibbers:
the results were not satis-
factory.)

FIJT 1'R07DUC IN~tS. L213

vWe mention here only somue of' the Colomabian plants

which, in the forests, produce fibers and real cloth:

1) *Damaguo " - Poulseni ~ arat iq) Itandi

This tree produces a bark so fibrous that if it is



soaked in wrater and beaten out the rithidome, it gives a per-

fect cloth or fabric from which clothes, blankets and hammocks

San be made. Thea author has slept in one of those hammzocks in

the Chichiburru river in Intendencia Choco*

Photo No. 18

DAMfAGUO

(From its bark, a per-
fect cloth or fabric
can be extracted and
hammocks, blankets
and clothes can be

a) The 'Pita Colombiana' - Aechme ndalenae Andre

Of all the Colombian fiber producing plants, un-

doubtedly the "Pita" is the one that has more opportunity to be

developed into a prosperous and permanent industry, if: the

right systemw of extracting the fiber is found and technical man-

agement of the natural plantations is undertaken. (Father



JRnrique Pores Arbelaez is the person who has devoted more time

and study to the industrialisation of the Colombian Pita, and

he assures us that an economical system of extracting the fiber

is already in existence.)

The "PITA" is a real natural-wealth in the Colom-

bian forests and produces one of the best kind of fibers in the

world, due to its strength, its resistance to salt water, and

its fineness. The pita fiber possesses great shearing strength;

resistance to the diffusion of the external liquids into the

leaf,# and is very valuable for certain kinds of paper, art if i-

ci.]. hides, army clothes, bank notes, transmission bands, imper-

vious canmas and atztomaobile tires. The analysis has demonstrated

that the Colombian ?ita possesses the following coefficients:

3xtensibility 1.8% to 2.5%
Resistance to rupture 3.0 to 6.1 grams of "denier"
Cellulose content 750I'eight 8.8 os. per 2 yards of oloth
Resistance 207 me trio pounds,.

The *PITA"t is found in Colombia, especially in the

TVain type of forests fromt 0 to 1,000 meters above sea level; with

average temperature of 25 degrees centigrade. In the Opogado

and Salaqui region in Intendencia Choco, the author of' this the-

sis has found extensive, natural plantations (pitales) of "Pita"

from 5 to 50 and 80 meters above sea level, forming huge and iu-

penetrable thickets. According to a study meade by the Agr. En-'
gineer, Pablo Bohorquez R., in 1941, the extension of the natur-

al plantations of "PITA* explored in Colombia are near 80,653

Heetars distributed as follows:
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Santander Sur Department 140 hectars
Magdalena " 513 "
Antioquia 30,000 "
Intendencia Choco 50,000 "

According to the experience of"Maquinas Desfibra-

doras Colombia S. A. of Choco, the natural plantations of

"PITA" have an average of 3,000 plants per hectar, and they

can produce 656,26 kilos of pure fiber, with a somewhat rudi-

mentary system.

3) The "Nacuima" or Palmicho - Carludovica palmata
R. et P.

This species is called in English the hatpalm and

it grows expontaneously in the Megatermic and Mesotermic cli-

mates of Colombia, from sea level to 2,000 meters in altitude,

including the "Middle Climate Evergreen Forests". This palm pro-

duces a very strong and useful fiber that is utilized in Colom-

bia for making men's and ladies' hats; the regions of Huila,

Narino and Sapaioca (Santander) are especially noted for the

perfect workmanship of the hats that, in the world markets, are

known as Panama hats, but in reality are Colombian hats. In

Colombia, these hats are known under the names of: "Sombrero

de "JIPA" or "Jipijapas". The fiber used in making hats is pro-

duced by the leaves and is previously bleached and dyed, some-

times, with several colors; and the stems are flexible and fine

furniture can be made of t.

4) The "Cumare" of Colombia - Astrocarytm vulgare

This palm is called by the Portuguese "Tucun"; the
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Huitoto Indians called it "YTJCAC" and in the coreguaje lan-

guage, "Hecuna". This palm produces in the young leaves a very

strong fiber that is utilized in the Colombian Amazonian valley

to make ropes, hammocks, casting nets, muzzles, etc. This in-

teresting species must be studied and industrialized. To

bleach this fiber, it is aOcked and then exposed to the open

air.

5) The "Piassaba" or "Chiquichique" of Colombia
Leopoldinia piassaba Wallace.

Thisspecies is called "Malama" by the Colombian

Indian in Vaupes region; it produces among the leaves an extra-

ordinary fiber that sometimes attains a length of one and a half

(1.5) meters witha diameter of 0.003 milimeters. The fiber is

noted for its strength and flexibility. The Piassaba fiber is

utilized for marine ropes, brooms of the best kind, brushes,

cables that resistthe action of salt water, etc. From the port

of Manaos, more than a million (1,000,000) kilos of Piassaba

is exported to the U. S. and other parts of the world; a consid-

erable quantity of this output is of Colombian origin because

the Piassaba is actually exploited also in the Colombian regions

of:

a) Region between the Sie river and Guainia river;

b) San Martin plains and,

c) Rionegro, Iraca and Domeni forests.

The fruits ("Corombolos") of this palm produces, with the meso-

carp, a kind of milky Juice of nutritive value called "Leche de
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Siassaba ".

here is an analysis made by Ernesto Matz U. from

the National laboratory of Petroleums and Mines - Bogota on a

sample of Piassaba brought from the Inirida forests (Colombia)s

Huwi di ty 10.00%
Total cellulose 70.50%

F2AVOR ING AND AROMATIC SPECIES

There are many Colombian species that can give flavor

and taste to foods, meats and beverages, etc.

Among other species for flavor, we can mention, as

examples:

1) "Tamarindo" of Colombia - Tamarindus indica L

An Asiatic species that, since many years ago, has

been acclimatised in all parts of the hot and mild temperate

climates, giving now the impression that it is almost a native

tree. In English it is called "Tamarind". The pods have their

seed surrounded by a reddish7 juicy and agreeable acidulous pulp

that is utilized for flavoring iced drinks, sweetmeats, "hor-

chatas", 'ediblecarbonated waters and are used also as antipir-

etic. The pods are sold in all the Colombian markets. Accord-

ing to analysis, this pulp contains: citric, tartaric and

acetic acids united with sugars.

2) The *Paico" of Colombia - Chenopodium
ambrosioldes L

Thiaspecies is called in ^nglish, ""Texican worm-
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seed" and is found in Colombia from sea level up to the 2,460

meter, especiallyin the Cerinza valley (Boyaca Department)

where the peasants employ it for flavoring the children's

food in case of indigestion. According to Standley and Stey-

ermark in (uatems.la these plants are supposed to have proper-

ties for expelling intestinal parasites. In that country the

"Paico" is used for flavoring a dish made of beans, and there

is also a popular belief that, placed under the pillows, it

induces sleep.

Photo No. 19

U E R E M E
Thibaudia quereme

1. B. K.

(An extremely aro-
matic and rare

plant that grows
in the Salado

-"'.1 valley (Cali)
Colombia)

f TOW
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3) The species called in Colombia by the vernacular

names of s

Sarrapia Anisillo
Poleo Bejuco Carare
Guarana Canelo de los Andaquies
Vainilla etc. etc.

are aromatic, and their flavoring properties can

be utilized by the industry. Some of them are already utilized,

as in the case of "Coumarouma odorata".

4) The "Canelo De Parayao" or "Palo aji"of Colombia
Drimys granadensis L.
Drimys Winteri Forts

Colombian species that produce what in the world

trade is known as "Winter's bark" and Cortex Winteranus in the

Pharmacopoias. It has been used as an effective remedy against

scurvy, and this pungent and aromatic bark has antiscorbutic pro-

perties. According to Standley and Steyermark,"In Costa Rica

the bark is chewed to relieve toothache". In the Rio Cali basin,

in Colombia, where the author found in 1945 this tree beginning

at an altitude of 2,500 meters above sea level, the people em-

ploy the "Canelo de Paramo" or "Canelon" against rheumatic af-

fections; the pungent bark crushed and placed in "Aguar diente"

(a kind of rum derived from molasses). The lower side of the

leaves of young trees are silvery in appearance.

FATS AND OILS PRODTUCING PLANTS

Potentially, Colombia possesses a real wealth in her

fats and oils producing plants that are so abundant in many parts
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of the forests. The most promising of all are the species be-

longing to the Arecaceae family: the Palms:

1) The 4 Noli" or "Palmisto americano" -

Corozo oleifera Bailey

Botanically, the "NOLI" palm is closely related

to the "Ovoira" or "African palm" (Elaeis guinensis) and we be-

lieve that the Colombian species can take the place in America

that her African sister has in other lands. "NOLI" can produce

two important products:

The Oil - "Aceite de Corozo" extracted from
the pulp (mesocarp), and

The fat of kernel - "Manteca de pepita" extracted
from the kernel.

Generally the "NOLI" fruits have the following
content:

?ercent of oil in the kernel 45.66n
Percent of oil in the pulp 32.84%

In expontaneous form and in great extension, under

forests of Rain Type and in open lands, the "NOLI" palm is

found in a density that sometimes is 50% of the arborescent

vegetation. E1fcepting the Coco palm and the Ovoira, "NOLI" in

Colombia is the ideal plant to cultivate and exploit for oil

production, due to the nearness of the natural concentrations

to the principal waterways and consuming centers (Bogota, Medel-

uin, Cali, Barranquilla, etc); for the absences of thorns in the

leaves; the abundance of the fruits; its richness in oil and

the low height ofthe palm (not more than 3 meters).

Fromthe Colombian "NOLI" the following products
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can be derived:

a) The oil extracted from the mosocarp can be used

in the I(arsella and resinous soaps;

b) The fat of the kernel ("wanteca negri ta") can be

utilized as food,in the stearic industry, in margarine manufac-

ture, soap. industry, in tinware protection of metals, lubrica-

tion, ae;

c) The dry pulp and the fruit-bones are excellent

fuel;

d) The pulp and the pressed kernel can be employed

for feeding domestic animals;

e) The by-products can be utilized in agriculture

as fertilizers;

f) From the endocarp (bone of the fruit) we can ex-
tract acetic acid, acetates, inetanal or wood alcohol, eto;

g) From the same endocarp a useful coal can be de-

rived and used in the war in anti-gal masks etc.;

hi) From the oil, glycerine can be extracted for use

in the industry and in the pharmacy, and

i) The fibers of the "NOLI" can be made into ropes.

The National Laboratory of Mines and :petroleums at
Bogota obtained the following results with "NOLI" fruits from

several parts of the country:

Noli fruits from Tolima 42.62;' of oil and fat

Rio de la T.(iel (Anti oquia) 26.83%
" onteria rBolivar) 353 a

" ona Bananera (Ila dalena) 25.3151 -ot ra ( li r 3 94 " " "



According to the Civil Mngineer xustavo Backmnan

(Bogota) the complete analysis of the "NOTI" fruits is as

follows:

PUTL?

'Water and volatile substances (up to 105 degrees C) 30. 53%
Oil 32.84%
Saponification Index 200.00Ot
Residue (dry at 105 degrees C.) 36. 05%

'Tumidity (te-mp.105 degrees of C. during one hour 11.3 %
Residue of the kernel, extracted with C S2 48.15%
Oil content (with carbon bisulfide) 38.24%
Oil content (with sulphuric ether) 45.6 %

We found the "NOLI" palm, in 1940, in the region

of Rio DE, LA ~ITIEL (Caldas and Antioquia) in a quantity of about

25,000 individuals in bearing capacity, with a stocking of

nearly 1,600 palms per square kilometer. Over there,an average,

each palm produces three annual racemes; each raceme contains

149 secondary axis; and each secondary axis 20 fruits, giving a

total of 2,500 to 3,000 fruits per raceme with a weight of 24

pounds, of which 16% (discounting some percentage for rubbish)

is pure kernel. The Forests of Vesubio, Sonadora, Sietecerros,

La Caridacita, al Aguatina and Guatacas were the most abundant

in "NOLI ".

In the open lands and pastures in onteria and

Cerets' (Bolivar) ,the "NOLI" is cultivated, several mills for

the extraction of the fats are working, and about 0100,000 )

Colombian pesos enters into the income of the people of Cerete

annually for the products of the N~OL T palm.
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In the forests of Territorio Vazcjue.z, Rionegro

river (Cundinamuaroa state), -Barrancabermneja, Cimitarra river

(?iagdaleria), Soarnoso river (Santanrler) , Cano de Itojana, Pivi-

jay and Pundac ion, the ''toli palm is found.

2) The "EJ~ PAT 1" or "Milpesos " of Colombia -

Jesn olyar~a Krts

This palm is called "CONSA" by the Coreguaje TId-

ians; is the "JO~TA"A" of the Nluitoto Indians and the "PATABA"

of the ' ortuguese. From this "M4TTYESOS" palm, the industry

can derive the following products:

a) The Se je oil - which can be used for food pur-

poses; in medicine against the lung tuberculosis, quirurgic

tuberculosis and osteatric tuberculosis, osteomielitis, Pott

disease, and Lupus vulgaris. The Colombian physicians; Carlos

J. Cuartas - Bogota, 1938; ;1oberto Penuela del Castillo - Bogota,

1925 and Ramnon Cabrales -?acheco - 0caana, 1935, after research

and experiments, presented their thesis advising the use of the

IIJTl~n"SOS OIL" against the above mentioned diseases. The last

investigator advanced the interesting suggestion that it is very

probable that the Seje oil can be employed in the treatment of

Leprosy.

b) The natives of the Colombian Amazon region ob-

tamn, with the mesocarp of the fruits of the "ITILPESOS" palm,

a milky liquid of pinkish coloration that is -very agreeable
and nutritious.



?hoto NO. 920
TT 3", S1PL11

Jessenia polycarpa Karst
'This plant produices the fam~!ous ee
oil, that can be utilized in the
treatment of * everal. kinds of
tuberculosis)

The Analysis of the 3ej e Oil:

The "T(TIIPr'SOS" oil is an oleaginous, transparenit and

beautifulJ golden liquid, siimilar to the olive oil, which it may
replace. L. Bacarach, in 1918, obtained the following coeffi-

cients for our Seje oil:
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Sp. gravity at 15 degrees C.
Saponification value
Iodine YTo. (7i J )
Acid value

0.9161
188.5 to 190.5

75.3 to 74.8
3.8 to 4

Distribution and Density

The Jessenia polycarpa Karts can be found in densities

that range from 3to 40 individuals per hectar in the following

forests:

a) Forests of the Apoporis river

c) San Martin' s plains (Int. Nal. '!eta)
d) Forests between San Vicente del Caguan and

Florencia (Caqueta)

Aside from~ the Jessenia polycarna Farts, we have

found in Colombia the following palms called XILP ESOS" and

whose products are similar:

a)
b)

Q)

The "MIL? ;SOS" from the Force river (Antioquia)
The "Palma lechera" in the forest of Aguias Claras

and Puerto Wilches 4Santander) and,
The "'ilpsaos"' of Baudo 'Chood)

r/

~

Vt
K'
I 7

Photo No. 21

MILPESOS of Porce
(Jessenia 9p)

(One of the Palmas that
produce the Seje oil.
Porce (Antioquia)
Colombia)
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3) The "PA 10A-3 DS VINO"' of Colombia - ith this name

found found in Colombia, among others, the following sypecies:

Scheelea ljryanderae - of the Cauca Valley, ira
open land and pastures;

3cheelea regia -of the open lands and "Deciduous
forest of the lower TMaalena river;

Scele utrca of the open lands and Rain
Type forests of the upper
Tfagdalena river, including
the Tolima~ plains;,

.............. ,......... - Palma. Real" or "puac " of the
Indians of the C oreguajea tribe
in the Caqueta.

All these species give the following products which

industry can utilizie, after solving the mechanical problem of

cracking the nuts:

a) The stems give a sweet liquid which can be fer-

mnented, making a delicious drink;

b) The nuts contain big kernels, very rich in fat,

whose analysis sever gives less than 50% of fats and oils.

These fats and oils can have, in industry, the same application

we explained for the "NOLI" palm.

iExtensive concentration,in many parts of the

country, are reported, especially in the ?iviJay and Fundacion

forests (Magdalena state).

In an analysis made by the above mentioned Labor-

atory with fruits from Pivijay (Magdalena) t the following re-

sult was obtained:

Fats extracted by the Soxhlet method
and with petroleum ether 53. 61%

In an analysis made by Dr. Nicolas Jiojos Becerra
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of the National L~abs of 'Flines and 13etroleums, on a samle

broug~ht by the author of' thig thesis, in 1)41, the resuilt was:

Fruits of 'ceelea butyaee 5.126

4) Other Areoaceae, whose inlustrialization can be

undertaken::

a) The "'A2 JMION" of Colombia -Alttalea cohune

The rMarnarron" is a very promisinig palm, due to

the fact that its kernels are very rich in oils, up to the ex-

treme of exceeding the Coconut in the percentage of fat. For

comparison, we place here the analysis together:

COCRA from the T orica region MU~(RK N from la Ague-
(Bolivar) tiny (Buenavista -

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___Caldas)

63.10' of fats 66.42kr of fats
and oils

A1MA2RON from La Dorada

690585~ of fats
and oils

Wfe found in the Buenavista forests, alone, more

than 15,000 of these pahls, and it is reported that this phoenii-

cace is found also in the Rionegro and zionegrito (Cundinmarca)

rivers. Several attempts have been made to solve the mechanical

problem involved in the breaking down of the endocarp. It must

be remembered here that the ".Mamarron" palm is richer in fats and

oils than the famous Tlapis Suinensis, or African palm.
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Photo No,* 22

ITAMARRON, PADT.
Attalea cohune

w (The fruits off this
Ur ..Ilk palm are richer in

oil than the t~ae is
guinensis and Copra)

.-

b) The '1TAT=TACA" of Colombia - Acroconlia s).

In the open lands and 'Deciduous Forests of the
lower ? agdalena river, especially in the ?ona Bananera and Val-

ledupar, this palm exists. An analysis ?jade by the above men-

tioned official ITAboratory gave:

Total fats, by the Soxhlet method 24. 76%
Acidity in mi l igrads off Na ()T T 5.8

The fat off this species is very similar to the

fat off the coconut, according to ')r. "'icolas 1T-oyos B., chemist

in charge.



e) The '1MVTL" of Colombia - 'robable Astrocarum

malybo Furst

We found this palm in the itio do la Ifiel for-

est in 1940, and its fruits sent to the Lab. gave;

Total fate 25. 32.~
Acidity in mil1igraas of F074 2.00

d) The "MEANGT3_" of Colombia - Ataea s.A.
Nuci f era Dugand

This was found by the author of this thesis in

the forests (Rain Type forests) of Aguaas Claras (Puerto '1ilches)

its fruit sent to the Nal. Lab, gave:

Fats extracted, by Soxhlet system - 41.86%

e) The "GRJAJO" or "Marifa" - is a palm of the

Colombian Amuazonian region that is called also:

"Ju io Ere" of the C oregua je Tndi an s
"Dore" of the Huitoto Indians

From the fruits of this beautiful and useful

palms, it is possible to derive: a) oil and a kind of butter;

b) the sweet me socarp will produce a fermented drink; c) the

exterior bark is burned and the ashes are utilized by the native

Indians as salt for the foods and also for the "rambeo" (chew-

ing of the coca leaves). The fruits of G1ua jo brought by the

author to the Nal. L.ab. gave:

Oil extracted with petroleuma ether 60.76%

Acidity in miligrams of F OH 2.30
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PDhoto No. 23

-11' GUJAJO

! iI lor

"Mar if.a " produc

(Its fruitsprdc
60.761 of fats and
oils)

?' y

f) The "TAPAROS" of Colomibia - gape. of Attalea

Uinder the nam~e of "Tanaros", several species of

palmis are known, They are characterized by the big racemes and

the high content of fats anid oils. H{ere is an analysis of the

N~al, Tab, for fruits gent from the forest of Anitioquia depart-
ment:

Total fats, extracted with Soxhlet and petrol-
eum ether 65. 76°,

These "Taparos" are founrd in the forests of

Antioquia and Choco.
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g) -" ith the vernacular names of : Minche, Nena,

rMor iche , C re spa, Chuchana, C oruntas cachuda, e, there are

many kinds of Colombian palms whose studies and analyses are

to be made in order to know their economical values.

5) Other species which, in the Colombian territory,
a~ Q nu

produce industrial products, among many others:

A

- - "Ce

'4 ~ ~ ,I

'N* r "

Photo No. 24

GOROZJO PAIR.

Probable Aiphanes caryo-
tefolia

(Fromi the Porce region -
C olomb ia)

a) The 'IT.1,,F" of Boyaca - Schinus molle L.

This valuable species produces an oil which can

be utilized in the industry, in veterinary science as well as in

human medicine. T{ere is an analysis msade by WTritche Brothers

Inc. of New York on ?Iuelle oil, fromi Boyiaca!



Specific gravity 0.831
Optical rotation plus 56 degrees and

10 minutes
Refractive Index at 20 degrees 1.4720
Number of saponification 9.96
Solubility at 20 degrees Turbid in 90" alcohol

b) The "PA L0 D,,' CA RRRAPI " - Ore odaphne caparra ii

Produces inside the trunk a precious oil that is

utilized as alexipharm'ic. This species was found by the author

in the forest of Teheran, on the shore of the Rionegro (-Puerto

Saigar).

Note: For the sake of brevity, we omit dozens of

other fat and oil producing species.

LSAT AW) RTCBB R OYC IN SICIBS

Amiong the numerous Colombian species that produce

rubber, here we only mention some of the outstanding one:

1) "PALO D^2 VACA' or "cow's tree" of Colombia. -
(alactodendron uti3e~i. B3. K.

This is called also "Sande" and is a natural curi-

osity, due to the fact that the bark produces a latex that re-

sembles cow's milk, not only in color and consistency, but in

real taste. The milk of "Vaco" is watery in nature and flows

freely when the trunk is cut with the machete. In the Caqueta

forests, the author observed that previous incisions made on

this tree healed in perfect condition, and we believe that a

technique can be developed for tapping; a tree without injuring

the cambium layer. Tt is possible, in this respect, that the
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apparatus invented in our expedition of 1141 to the Amiason re-

gion (See figure .0) can be applied to the tapping of this extra-

ordinary tree. That this latex is edible is not doubtful to us,

because in one timie we took near 450 grams of "Leche de Vaco"

without feeling any inconvenience.

photo No. 25

h CAITCHO TIANTEQT IJO
.= Ficus ea.

(the abundant latex of
s. this tree has a real

butter taste and nu-
.t a. tritive value. )

The natives of the Caqueta and ?utumayo region ex-

tract the milk~ of this tree, making incisions with a machete in

the form of V andkit an approximate angle of 45 degrees. This

species can be found in the Rain 'Type - Catumbo Forest; in the

Putumayo, Caqueta, Apoporis regions. "enerally it can be said
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that the '"7A~fX or ",,Taco" is a. tree of the ho climates

(Tierras calientes) of Colombia.

The wood is whitish in color with some stripes

artistically arranz;ed; the weight and strength are moderate;

it can be used in the containers industry, having in rind that

it is subject to the attacks of borers.

2) The "CA'JC Ti0 31IU0' of Colombia, Castilla or
Castilloa genus

As far as we know, Colombia possesses two kinds of

"Gaucho Negro":

a) Castilloa elastica Cervantes - common "Caucho

negro" of Choco, Pacific coast and other regions;

b) Castilloa ulei Warb - called "Gaucho negro

papayuelo". The THuitoto Indiana called it "JICTUNA" and in the

C oreguajea language it is named "chiqui to ". In the foregoing

markets it hasi been called "Caucho do ?ara ". The "Caucho Negro

Papayuslo" is found in the forests of the Colombian Amazonian

region, especially Caqueta and a-utiamayo.

The Castilloa ulei T'arb seers to grow at alti-

tudes not exceeding 700 mpeters above sea level and prefers for

its "habitat" thedz'ained soils of the watersheds ("cabeceras")

of amaall rivers and in association with the "Cachuda" palm,
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Aa.

23hoto N~o. ?6

CAS rILLA .LTICA &erv

(A commercial species of
rubber, very, abundant
in the Choo re ?ion -
Colombia, S. A.)

Economic Imnortance

The "Caucho ne gro ", especially of the Choc o region,

was exploited intensively during the last century, when the rub-

ber price was high and the competition of the airinga of the

Netherland ?dutch Sast Indies was not yet established. So allur-

ing were the prices that in the beginning off this century

General Rafael Reyes sti-mulated the rubber plantations# especially

in the Baudo river, where 500,000 castilloas were luxuiriously

growing when in 1941 the author of this thesis visited Choco in

cooperation with the ?t. S. ?)pt of Agriculture. Considerable



Considerable amounts of rubber have been extracted from the

CAST T.LA genus in Colombia in the last two worki wars.

The genus Castilloa !Caucho negro and Caucho negro

?apayuelo) produces a kind of rubber (C 5 H{ 8)x that is only

second to the product of Hieves. brasiliensis or Ziringa and in

time of emergency almnost no distinction is drawn in the utili-

zationi. Here is an analysis by M[r. 91rnesto MAatiz TJ. in the of-

ficial Laboratory of "Tines and Petroleum -Bogota, with a sam-

pie brought by the author from the forest of La Tagua !Caqueta) :

Technical name Castilloa ulei W7arb.

Analysts made in November, '43

Total rubber 98. 26%
Resins soluble in acetone 1.73°'
Ashes 0.94%

Preservation of a Natural T:ealth

The Castilloa trees in Colombia began the production

of commercial latex at the age of 7 years, and their maxium pro-

duction is attained at the age of ?5 to 30 years. Tapp}ed with a

system developed by the author, the life of the tree can be length-

cried to 40 or 50 years, producing on the average every six (6)

months to 5 kilos of latex, that is, 6 metric pounds of dried
rubtler for a tree of average height and age.

The system of exploitation of the "Caucho negro" trees

in the last century as well as at present, consists of cutting

down the trees and tapping it in branches, trunk and roots.

This is a wasteful and barbarous destruction of wealth,
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Photo No, 27

T'3 C 0N&#.ICA - SYSTA, OF

2X2LO ITkT IOX( OF

CAS'T ILOA

(iT"ith this syateri, the
trees are cut down
and a valuable wealth
is destroyed forever.)

The New Apparatus for Tap~ing Castilloa

Since the year l11 the raazine "India :iub uer orld"

of New York offers a reward for a systemu that would enable us

to tat the Castilloa trees without affecting the vitality of the

tree. D~ue to the fact that the Castilla bark is fibrous, some-

what brittle and of difficult cicatrization to vertical or dia-

gonal wounds, it is not possible to em2loy with these trees the

same system of tap uing the Tevea rubber.

After nu.merous tests and calculations with trees of

different ages, sizes andl thicknmess of bark (the whole procedure



is described in ouir Tle13rt of August 1.99 19~40 to the 'rinistry

of National ,c ono-iy - Bo~ota entitled, "Threstrxr Wealth of the

Caquieta Region") ,thy: aithor of this thesi 3 developed an appara-

tus for taping Casqtllloas that has the following advantages:

a) v~s to handle by any kind of worker

b) Sihaple in construction

c) Not expensive

d) instead of being za new tool, it is a device

added to the common machete (cutlass) of the rubber Matherer.

e) Our apparatus produces a wound that does not in-

jure the cambium layer, and, as a result, the vitality of the

tree

f) The incision produced makes it easy to recollect

the latex of the tree.

(See :drawing ©. .

The whole ap'~aratus r see the corresponding drawing)

consists of a machete of "18", with edge an back almost straight,

that carries superposed the "A7r0RT L1J A ?0R T-F, 7INZA S" (shock ab-

sorber). The dimensions of the machete must be:

Length 0.45 meters
M~aximum width 0.075 W

Diameter of perforation to
place the holding screws 0.007

Distance between the handle
of the machete to the first
perforation 0120O

Distance of the handle to the
second perforation 0.34 "

Distance between the perf or-
ation and back of riachete 0 .fl "
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,mock absorer.,..
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Distance between the holes 0.14 meters

':eight of the machete alone 1 kilo

The oshock absorber ("Amortiguado~r de 2inzas ")

i s a double metal ic carpente's square wio se ends are 3ome-

what thin to fc-o.ilt*te the penetration into the Castilla bark.

The shock absorber carrie=3 a groove or slot to hold the screws

and allow the graduation of the apparatus according to the thick-

ness of the bark. '=Tre are the dimensions of the shock absor-

ber:

Length 163 milimeters
7renith off the Aincers or forceps 80 i
Width of the shock absorber 25
Thickness 6
I.ength of the slots 31
Tidth of the Slots 8
L~ength of pincers, from the

slot to the extreme 45
Total weight of the machete

with the shock absorber 1.045 gras

The 1New System of Tapping:

In order to tap the Castilla trees with the new appar-

atus, the following instruction miust be followed. (See drawing

No.&I .) The "Gaucho N~egro" treys must be tapped# not on a

rainy day, by making, with the a-pparatus, a series of incisions

in one face of the trunk only from the ground up to the first

pair of branches in the crown. The rubber gatherer muist begin

from the ground up giving to the tree blows with regular strength

tha~t will produce on the bark horizontal wounds at the same

level. In an average tree (35 years of age and 28 meters in

height, and 0.80 m. diameter) generiidly it is possible to place
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three (3) horizontal incisions separated, one from another

0.O3u, 0.04mt 0.05mu The vertical distance between the hori-

zontal rows of wominds must be 0.15 m to 0.2?0 ,Meters.

«'ith this system, it in possible to tap (collect the

rubber) the Cas ti17.as every 4 months, alternating the faces of

the trunk subject to treatment. The author gathered reliable

data in the 1"orest of Baudo ( Intendencia Ohoco) that this kind

of wounds in the Castilloa trees heal with no difficulty, if the

Cambium layer is not injiured.

To avoid any possible injury to the Cambium Layer of

the bark, the following rules were developed, and they are sub-

ject to revision according to the circumstances under which the

tapping of this kind of rubber is done:

FIRST - For' Castilloas of ?5 years and up, with a dia-

meter b. h. between 0.40 m and 0.65 m up in which the bark has a

thickness of 0.18 mt, the pincers of the apparatus must be grad-

uated so that they exceed TEN 1fTWT outside of the machete

edge;

SECOND - For Castilloas of d. b. h. between 0.25 and

40 m. and with a bark thickness of 0.016 m. the pincers must

exceed OWT CENTIMR;

THIRD - For trees with d. b. ho not exceeding above

0.925 meters a~nd abacrk thickness of 0.014 mn., the pincers must

exeed T' TLVE 1MII'_r9T.'S and the blow must be given with the

forward part of the machete in such a way that the frontpincers

will be the center of the wound; and

FOTTRnH - For Castillo. trees with a bark thickness
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lese than fourteen (0.014 m) xuilimetera, the pincers muist ex-

ceed ONI:3 MNTUIrM An~ A T{A2J giving the blow to the trunk

wi ti the forward pincer.
,~here T~he Castilloas Are Found

If Colomnbia is goin~r to plant :rubber, tlk~t y'ua~t be

of the TIevea Brasiliensis genus; but it seems logical that the

present stands of 'Cauchio Negro "(Castiilla el sties. Cerv. an~d

Castilloa I~le garb) must be presgerved fo~r future use,.

In Colombia these Castilla trees are foud:

a) -?lantationa ma4e in the shores off the Atra.to river;

b) In the forests of cOpogado, Trutando, "salaqui, ; un-

gzido.9 ^uriioo, Tangui, Arq}.pia, Arm. arraida, 3erreberre, Chichi-

b'irru, rivers of Choco Intendency;

o) In general, in all the forests of T~i'aba and Choco,

the Casti lloa-s are found;

d) : xoept ins the 'tangrove forests, the "Caucho negro"

is found in the forests of the ?pacific Forest, especially around

Tu eiao port;

e) In the forests situated in the shores and between

the C~allsta, Putu'nayo, Apoporis, Gun ny, Ajaju, Peneya, Caguan,

Yari, lluayas, 0rteguaza, Sinn, Consaya and fosada iivera, the

Caucho Negro is fourde

T'he wood )rodnced by this kind of trees is creamiy

white, relativelysoft, with fair atr"ength, easy to work, eoiw-

what coarse and m7~ be ntilize4 for containers. But it n-us-t be

reine'ibered that it is not ftra'ble..



Photo No. 2.8

Tapping System recom-
mended by the North
American rubber tech-
rtican MLarshall Carl-
ton. Generally the
Castilla trees do not
heal such wounds.

:"hoto takcen in Baudo

3) The TTeveas ina Colombia

Among the dozens of trees that, in the Colombian

territory, produce rubber, the most important in the world trade

are the plants of the genus TETINA. It seems that the natural

habitat and place of origin of the '-tXTtA genvis is located in the

forests of Vaupes, Vichada, Rionegro and :kaainia, becaasge in

that section or the country it is possible to find at least ten

different speciesof '-t!&VlA rubber. TMere are some of them:

a) !Tevea brasiliensis 'Buell et Argo -



- called '3iringa ruabber"

-called "^ague J ictP by the
'tuitoto Indians

-called "iuecochitaguito" by the
C oreguaj e Indians

-called "Seringueira' by Brazilians

Colombia has this Sir~inga rubber in the forests

of Caq'aeta, "'tutwyo t Isana, Vaupee, t /iiTxuva

Vichada, and Orinoco rivers. It produces the best kind of rub-

ber in the world. Extensive plantations of this species has been

made by the Colombian government in the U~raba, region, in cooper-

ation with the TT. S. Department of Agriculture.

ti. "l'

Ill -

";, p* 4 se

F ~ _ ._ y. -.

photo No. 29

H ,7MA BRA 7I?.. ENS IS
hu e ll et Arg.

(With the technical co-
operation of the U. S.
?)ept. of Agriculture,
the Colombian rovern-
vuent has mads extensive
plantations of this
kind ,of rubber in the
Tiraba region.)
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'7e believe that a cooperative policy can be

accomplished between the different nations of the " extern H-emui-

phere in order to produce what the continent needs, without de-

pending on outside sources of rat materials which many times

are out of control, as has been the case with the rubber, fibers

and strategic minerals of the _?hillipines and the Netherland

.Bast Indies.

'Personally, we found the tlevea brasiliensis or

Siringa in the Forests of Venecia, H{ontanita, Puerto Rico, San
Vicente del Caguan, ?uerto Huitoto and :"escado -river in the

Caqueta region. Our modified Jrebong knife (developed to tap
"Juansocol was applied to this H~evea with excellent results.

b) Hevea discolor - native siringa of the upper

parts of the Amazon basin and is a tree that produces a good

quantity of rubber, but not equal in quality to the 1levea

brasiliensis.

c) Tlevea Guayanensi s - "Siringa mangle" - native of

Guayana. Colombia possesses this species, in the txe, Iza,

Yapura, Tsana, Vaupes and Vichada river forests.

d) iHevea cuneata - "Gaucho Rojo* which we found in

the forest between the Caguan and Peneya rivers.

e) Hevea lu*tea - This species is found in Col-

ombia only in the forests of the Igaraparana and Toalla rivers,

tributaries of the Thtumeyo.

f) HIevea 3enthamiana - is a native siringa of the

Colombian Vaupes territory.
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g) T evea riiifolia - Native rubber of the Rio-

negro region.

h) H-evea -pauciflora - Native of the Vaupes river

forests. It can be found also in the Colombian rivers called

Igaraparana and Toalla.

i) levea menbranacea - Native rubber of the Colomn-

bian Vaue.

AM

Photo No. 30

W7hen the TT. S. entered
World War IIT, this ex-
pedition of a North
American rubber techn± 4
c~ian and several Colom-
bian agricultural E~ngi-
neers was sent to the
Choco region to dtudy
and start the exploit-
ation of the "Caucho
Negro."

During the last world war, many tons of these rubbers,

especially T-eve& 7rasiliensi5s and Castilloas, went to the Allies

helping in winning the war. helpng i wining he wr. t seemiss naturally, that if at any
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time the rubber needed by the American industry is going to be

raised in this continent, the most &2?ropriate place for its
development must be the native habitat (the Vraupes region) arnd

'Jraba Gulf, where, aside fron other advantages of low wages,

protection to the capital, etc., there is easy water transpor-

tation to :~trope and to the T'nited Mtates of North America. To

obtain the maximum yield from cultivated evea brasiliensis,

aside from selected clones, it is necessary to have the follow-

inig requirements:%

A) The plantations must be at an elevation not exceed-

ing 50 m. above sea level;

B) The climate moust be an,'hygrophytic' one in which the

average temperature is between 24 and 30 degrees centigrade;

C) The Olui 'ioretry' must not be less, than 2 meters per

year,

3)) ?)eep, clay-sandy soils of virgin forest;

:1) Muetbe a gentle slope of the region, to provide

for drainage and avoid floodings..

4) Some trees of the genus 3'ICUS have been exploited

in Colombia comercially under the following names:

a) "Caucho Rosado" that we found in uerto Rico

(Caqueta) and hasbeen reported by the Agricultural Engineer

Francisco Zapata from Villavicencio and Ifeta region. The analy-

sis of this rubber, made in the off~icial Taboratory of ?fines

and ?etroleums at Bogota, gave the following results:

Ash4 11
_2roteins 4.0'7%
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Resing 1.08"-
Rubber 81.8?

b) "Caucho Colorado" of the same forests of Ca-

queta produces a very elastic rubber and has been cultivated

in that region to some extent.

NOTiE- We tried our "codified Jebong Knife" for tapping these

trees of the genus FICITS, and the result is practical, especi-

ally if it is taken into consideration that these species heal

the horizontal wounds in no more than one year. There is a

handicap with these Ficus rubber; this is the small quantities

of latex yielded by an individual tree.

5) In the Colombian territory there are other species

of trees that yield rubber, of more or less commuercial importance,

under the names of Caucho Hantequillo, Caucho Blanco, Raok,

Caucho grn, gaucho bejuco, Bejuco lechero, etc. These species

belong undoubtedly to the general Syiaphonia, Pious, Sapium, etc.

In our opinion, the only important ones are the "SIRINGA"

(Hevea brasiliensis Huel et Arg) and the "CAIUCI{ 1!R4;

'Castilla genus/i

(See ?hoto No. 31)
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NW p i a~tV'jA -91T:i;NT. ] Suel

e t Arg.

(The photo shoWl the
" "ITCMO" systemn of
tapping rubber eo-
pl oyed by the , abor i-
g~nes of Vaupes r-

r glen, Coloiabia,S.A.
The "ian on the right

.. #has our "Modifiled
" :"- ; "Jebong Knife'.

HNDIC INAL ?LaNT S OF C OLOMBIA

The medicinal plants of Colombia are so numerous that

to mention all would occupy a whhle volume. We are going to

enumerate only a fewr:

1) 'Palo Santo'" or " uayacan" of Colombia -

c~uaiaczr! sanctum~ L~

Not only the "-'alo Santo" is a very valuable wood

for industry, but it has been also used extensively in medicine

for the following ailments: Syphilis* menstrual pains, pulmonary
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affections, gout, paralysis, leprosy, epilepsy, hydropsy, and

scrofula. The "Palo Santo' has been applied for those ailments

in the formt of tincture, powder, infusions, extracts, etc.

The TT. S. Pharmacopoeia agrees that the extract of

Lignium-vitae has diaphoretic and stimulant properties. By means

of analyseis, the acids, Guayacetic, luayaconic and (uayacic,

have been found in addition to i.uayacine.

(See w"oods for Turnery Articles)

2) "Cuassia" of Colombia - Plicrannia xracilia Tul.'

Thi s is one of the Cuas sias of the country. The

bark of this tree has tonic and bitter properties. It has been

used in alterations caueed by syphilis and as a tonic in the

gastro-intestinal organs and for intermittent fevers.

The bark and Cuassia wood as been exported because

they contain a bitter substance called "CTJASSM)A" that is sol-

uble in alcohol. Prom this flowers of the Cuassia, a kind of

tonic wine is prepared. Tn moderate doses the Cuassina stimu-

lates a great deal the liver action, the salivary glands, and the

kidneys are also affected.

Tn Colombia, this species is found in the forest

of the lower Magdalena river; THIE DRC IDTTOTTS FORIESTS of this

thesis.*

(see Mhoto No. 32)
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.'hoto No. :32

;T7ASSIA

'xc rarui iia grac ilils Tul

A valuable medicinal
plant that has been
exported from Colom-
bia.)

3) The list and descri-ption of the Colombian medici-

nal plants will occupy a volume; we need to stress here that the

territory of that nation is ths natural habitat of the well-

known:

%arzaparril l&
Ipecacuanha

The 'kiac o
The Copa~iba
The famous Cinchonas

'2u ina tun ita'
"iuina ijaa

The P'alo Itarf a
'te. etc.

Smilax officinalis L.
Ce~aelis ipecaa.uanha

(733rot.) ;pi(

Aristolochia
Co aiva off icinalis STacg.

Cinohona. oIfficinalis L.
Cinchona pubescens
CaloThy ll!m ?Mariane Pl. et Tr.
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RAW' )UT !r IA.3 11O TANNING

Several are the species that in the Colombian territory

give tanning materials, which are so useful in industry. In our

opinion, three of them are especially of' econiomyic importance; the

Mangroves, the fividivis and 'J1uncenil os ".

1) The " anale Colorado" of' Colombia - Rhizo~hora

The "Mangle blanca" - Avicennia tomentona
The 'Mangle: salade" - Avnnia nitidaJacg.

Those are the botanical species that are known as

'mangles"' or m~angroves in the Atlantic coast, where they form
more dense stand or scattered group. Of economical importance

are the concentrations of "Mngle colorado' between Cartagena

and TTraba Gulf'.

With the vernacular names of % Mangle colorado
Mangle inj erto
M~angle concha de caiman
Mangle pecho-pava.
Mangle caballero, etc.

are the mangroves that in the Colombian Pacific coast form dense

stands all along the sea shore between the boundaries with E~cua-

dor and the It~nus of' Panam' on the north side; with densities

that vary between 100 to 200 individuals per ha. Here great re-

serves of' tanning materials are awaiting a technical exploita-

tion that enables them to be on a sustained yield production.

From the "Mangle' it is possible to obtain: a) an oecelltent

charcoal.; b) fromthe shoots a red dye is obtained; c) according

to Paul C. Standley, treating the *Mangle * barkc with salts of

copper and irons the industry can obtain olive, brown and slate
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dyes; d) the wood is dark reddish in color, very hard and heavy,

resistant to water, texture fine, difficult to cut and good for

piling, railroad and tram~way ties, construction in contact with

the ground, etc.

e1 The principal products is the bark of the

t'llangle" that contains between 2C "O to W I of tannin; in the

Darien ;lf and in Buenaventura there are somse muills that ex-

port not only theground bark, but also the extract.

~~r.-

?Mhoto No. "33

CAST IIJA A TICA CGory.

(Dibasa liver ehoeo) - All along~ the rivers of
Choco (Colombia) it is p~ossible to find planted
"Gaucho 'esgro" in comm'ercial concentrations)

?) The "Dividivi Col mbiano" - Libidivia coriaria
"Jacq~ ,c!

Thigsoecies is distributed in Colomibia in the
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Department of Magdalena and the (yoaj Ira peninsula, where since

many years ago it constituted a souirce. of wealth especially for

the inhabitants of the ;roajira eninrt~la. 'prom this species

the followin& product*, can be obtained% a) the heartwood is ex-

ceedingly hard, with great strength and resistance; it is not

affected by borers and its coloration is black; this wood has

been used for outside covering of the cartwheel to prevent abra-

sion, instead of iron; b) from the wood itself, it is posseible

to obtain a red dye; and c) the principzil product of the DTVI-

DIVI COL(YA3IAIIA is the 3-shaped pod that contains about 50'~ of

Tannin; on the average, a full grown tree can produce about 100

grams of pods (3. Record).

3) The "i ividivi" of -3oyaca (Colombia) - Coulteria
tinctoria HI.B.K.

This species raceives the vernacular names of:

('ruarango - D epar tment of Ant ioqula
Brasil -Cauca (popayan)

Tphi kind of "DT TDTVT" only grows in the open lands

and Subalpine 1vergreen Forests of the so-called "Climnax friosw

of (.olomtbia, where the altitude is bat'.Aeen the 2,000 and 3,000

meters above sea level.

This species has a beautiful red pod that is rich

in tannrin;; materials, as well a~s the bark of the tree. The pods

are extnsively used1 in the tanneries and dye industries. This

is a very drought-resistant s-ecles and in the Olive-re;ion of

Boyaca* it can produce on the average ? or 3 "arrobas" (an

arroba is 25 metric pounds) in each one of~ two annual crops.
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4) The 13:nenillos" of' Colombia belong to the genus
'Veimania

These species are called *',Luleg" by the rauambias

Indians of Silvia (Cauca). These useful trees grow in the Sub-

alpine ::evergreen and Bushland forests of this thesis; that is,

in the cold climates, and they attain altituzdes up to 3,400 peters

above sea level, almiost in the limit of' the arboreous vegetation.

All the Colombian. forests of' the higher portion of' the Andes,

with temperatures below 16 degrees Centigrade, contain the

.nc .. los, someti-mss almost in pure stands.

Fromthe ".Cncenillos" the following industrial pro-

ducts cain be obtained: a) The 'Veinmawnnias possess hemostatic,

aritidiarreic and astringent properties. The bark and leaves

crushed can produce a "peinalizo" (liquid to smooth out the hair);

b) The wood is dark red or reddish, fine grain, good luster,

takes high polish and can be employed in cabinet-work, furniture,

bridges, parts of machinery e.; and c) the principal product

of these poor soil growing species is the bark that contains a

good amount of tanning material that is extensively used in the

local industry, especially in the Departments of Cundinamrca

and Boyaca.s

According~ to the tests of the Riobledo brothers,

already mentioned, one of those "1uc~llos" possesses the follow-

ing mechanical properties

17 nnai e terohlla

Rupture module 684
3lastioity modul1e 10-1,3ll11
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density .66
H~umidi ty 17.4

5) The species knownm by the vernacular namea of

Nato, Aliso, Flunboyanr, Ar'omo, Oj ito de Kiena, and many others

also ?roduce tanning material in the Colombian territory.

SPA -C E S PORl A'A YR XA1{UAC VT JNi

Capital interested in the paper business will find

in South America) and especially in Colombia, an excellent oppor-

tunity, die to the lack of internal competition, relatively low

wages, state protection and political stability. ?Yany are the

Colombian trees that 'can possess the quality of producing pulp-

wood. Analysia, exper'iments and testa Niust be carefully car-

ried on before any 32ecies is definitely accepted for producing

a certain kind of paper.

Amona other species, the following Colom'bian plants

can be tentatively utilized for paper making:

1; "TMM0 of Colombia - hzolobim RrahbU (Vell)

The "Tarboro'° of H{ond'zras and 'avilan" of

~icragua-;.1ae -produces a kind of wood that is aongy but

tough; perishable in contact with the around; light in weight,

white in color and soft. This tree grows with great rapidity

and ap~ears in its range in second growth forest with a hand-

some ap-)earance due to the fact that in the blooming tin!e it

becomes a soli4 mass or yellow color.

The result of experiments on paper making made by
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(Schizolbbiumi parahybui) called, in nrglish, !,uamwood, are

the following:

kverage 1en~th of fiber 1. 1?2
1.10i sture 10.31
Ashes 100
Cellulose content on dry wood 58. 7

The trialsa of ;gaper irg made with "Tam'boro"

using caustic soda demonstrate tha~t from thi3 species a pulp of

good strength and quality can be obtained.

3)~j oo f' Coumbia - Ger-ia aracoides

Thiss3pecieg is called in 2n-lisha, Trurmet Tree and
Tree-weed; is an intolerant plunt that ap.,ears profusely in the

second growth and after burning or cutting down of the forests

in the Deciduous, -Rain Tiype, subtropical and middle climate

-erreen forests- regions of this thesis. Tts cultivation is

easy and it can be irndustrialized especially for paper making.

The wood is li~yht , soft, coarse in texture and4 perishable.

The ":uarumo" contains small anioitnts of rubber;

the trunks can be'atilized for canoes, rustic squeducts, trum-

pets etc; the bark can give fibers with which are made ropes,

cloths and mats; the dry wood, by friction, can produce fire

easily, after the Indian custom; the young buds of " ruar'um"a

possess tonic and pectoral properties which are uttilized in the

preparation of wAnacahuiita pectoral" expended in pharmacies;

it has been used against the Saint titue'$ dance and heart

affec tions.

3) The "BA sZ)" of Colombia - Ochro'ja obtusa Rowlee
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This kind of balsawood grows in the megaterie

climate-, cl imas calientes) in thes ,eciduous, Rain 'Typet and

3ubtropical -'crests. Tphis rnirst not be confneed with the other

Col onbian smeci e of Balsa wood (Oc roma lagopus) that grows

from the 1,?O00 peter a.nd up~ above sea level. The Ochroma

obtusa ;rows in sfardy and )nor soil, its -rowth is very rapid

becauise the utilization can be dtone from the 5 to 7 years of

&g®.

The JAT J3O" prodiioes one of the lightest woods in

the world, with notable flexibility, and it, conductibility t*

-hit is of 0.9, almost as good a3 c:3rk; the color is paler white,

very soft and easy to reduce to raper :yiln. The balsawood is

one of the most usef'il in refrigeration, road construction, air-

plane, sound isolation, toys, war mines, aeromodelins and con-

tainers industries, The mechanical properties of the balsa-

wood from~ Colombia are the following, according to the studies

of Robledo brothers, already mientioned:

w1pture coefficient 499
'lasticity module 85.923
Density . 50

?3ormal compression to fiber 23

Facilities for PA Per ?roduction in Colombia

'e believe that after careful tests and trials with

the possible -paper-producing species, a prosperous paper in

dustry can be developed (as it is already started) due to the

following factors:

1) The ijill factory can bi established in any one of
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the shores along the 71a~dalena, Cauca, San JTuan, Atrato and

other rivers of the lowlands, near tia Sea roast, where the

transport of' the raw materials and the -vvo4'1ct9 is economical

and the Frte)-,ly of' at least 409010O gallons of water por hour can

be obtained throu ,houit the yrear;

1) Coal, )etroleun or wood can be obtained in any

a'nount for fuel purpoees;

35) Limnestone quarries are found not very far away and

it %us t be reyembered that the amount of Ga C03 needed in the

paper industry is not so great as it is3 the requirements for

fliel and raw m~aterial;

4) ;e are sure that the following requirements for a

minim mmi pa -.er unit with an out,)ut of' 10,000 tons annually can

be met under the Colombi.%n conditions: (Requirements established

by "r. 'i. ia i th of th-,e rt ore st Ytesearch Insti tute of' Mehra in

India)

25,0(OC tons3 per annirn of dry rawe vmarial
45,000 " " fel wood
159000 ' 'coal

61001) calcium carbonate (limestone)

4) The YOT Y01~ of Colombia - C ochi o goermum
v t' oiuiii

This species is also called "Jurubay". This essence

is found in lowland forests of Mfagdalena., Cauca, Ainu and other

rivers. Tt produces a very light wood; of short fibers, coarse

in nature and somiewhat brittle. Tt can be utilized for paper
manufac ture.



.5) ether sneciei that cain be tested in Colombia for

product ton of' -naier are:

'iesbaam~ono, Burra si,sarruba
The 'Algodion" tree off (hoco
.The so-callers: Barril, lajaagmo, Aguistino, Curabua-

baes etc. of' the 'orest of TA
C:TBIA in _ ierto cSalgar (Cundina~-

','e know that -zny othe~r ;-).nts can be utilized and

tested for pulpwood 'roductionj but we have omitted me~ntionling

them for tie sake of brevity for thi~t thesise

"'hoto No. 34

A, CYT TNC'ANA

a Beaut iful fern of
. I ,.the Cali river basin-

Colomibia,, . A.)}
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WOODS FOR TOOL HANDLES

To make tool handles, certain requirements must be met;

the wood for thisgirpose must be hard and heavy, fine and uni-

form in texture, very durable, that turns out readily; and it is

very desirable that it contain oils which will tend to water-

proof the wood, make it easy to polish and is very little affec-

ted by the repeated immersion in hot wate% as it is in the case

of the wood employed in the cutlery trade.

Among the Colombian trees that can produce wood fitted

for tool handles and cutlery, we mention the following as

examples:

1) "Trebol' of Colombia - Platymiscium pinnatum

This species is also called "Trebol Negro". It

produces a very hard wood, somewhat difficult to work, very re-

sistant, and proper for all constructions in the earth; it has

a mahogany coloration streaked with darker veins.

In our opinion this wood of "Trebol Negro" can be

successfully employed in making tool handles, pieces of mach-

inery, backs of brushes, handles of heavy hammers, mustaal in-

struments, scientific ones, tools for carpentry work like planes,

Jack planes and long planes, jewelry boxes, rosary beads, billiard

cue butts and keys of marimbas.

The author of this work haw found the "Trebol Negro, in:

Department of Santander del Sur, counties of Puerto Wilches,

Aguas Clara, in some forests of Antioquia, especially the Nare
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region; forests near the Cienaga de ?2aturia and uebrada

Cayumba in the vicinity of ?uerto '7ilches.

Photo No. 35

(A 'fill for sawing lwavber. LA C2%I3A forests
(Puerto Salaar) Colombia, Here the sawing
is made by hand and the standard is "RA5TRA".

2) The 'Ciuairsaro " of Colombia - B1ro s simrn c of oibianw't
Blake

This species produce a kind of wood that is light

yellow in color, speckled or variegated in curved veins; the

wood is heavy andits strength fair. Thin woad can be utilized

in industry for certain kinds of tool handles and for coiw non

work in carpentry. Wthen it ivst be subject to deteriorating

conditions, imunization is advisable. The natives utilized
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the " uaimaro" fruits for feeding pigs.

Thiespecies can be found in the megatermic and

mesotermic climates of Colombia where our Deciduous, Rain Tyje,

subtropical and riddle Climates evergreen forests of this the-

sis are situated. The forests of Santanderes and Cauquillo

(Caldas) are reported to have an abundance of this species.

Notes Dozens of other trees can be found which

would produce wood for tool handles.

WOODS FOR T.RNaRY ATICL.S

We must mention, among the several trees that pro-

duce wood fitted for turnery articles, the following species;

as one example:

1) "?alo Santo" of Colombia - Iuaiacum sanctum L.

This species is known in the world trade as

"LIGNIJM-VITA " and has been utilized for its extraordinary wood

and its medicinal properties. This species is found in the hot

climates ("tierras calientes" of Colombia, especially in the

Caribbean plains, in somewhat rocky hillsides and at an altitude

not exceeding 300 meters.

The wood of Palo Santo or Lignum-vitae possesses

great tenacity and strength combined with self-oiling properties

due to its natural oils; it is a very durable wood, medium in

weight, pleasantly scented, fine-grained and with an olive-brown

to nearly black coloration. This wood can be employed for ele-

gant cabinet making, furniture, expensive interior decorations,
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brush backs, caster wheels, mallets, pulley sheaves, bowling

balls, stencil and chisel blocks, bows, etc. The principal

utility of this wood consists of its being self-lubricating

with a natural resin, and in addition, it has strength com-

bined with tenacity and easy turning qualities, in such a way

that several articles of turnery can be made, especially bear-

ings for under-water work, for the linings of stern tubes of

propeller shafts of steamships. In addition, cups, dishes etc

can be made.

WOGDS FOR T:VORT

As the time goes on, the forest resources of the world

and especially of the more industrialised countries are shrinking

in such a way that in the future a great percentage of the Col-

ombian wood will find a place in the markets abroad. Among the

woods already exported to foreign countries, we can remember

the following; as an example:

1) *Algarrobo* of Colombia - Hymenaea Curbaril L.

Produces a wood fairly durable; not easy to work

but it takes polish very well; strong and of medium texture

and the heartwood is dark brown or orange in color.

The wood is utilized for cabinet-work, sugar mill

machinery, boat constructions, ball and wheel of ox-carts.

2) The Caoba* of Colombia - Swistenia macrophylla King
(See " oods for Cabinet-making")



3) The "Cib Blanca" of Colombia - Hura cretaitans

This is a species of very rapid growth and must

be cultivated in the nsegatermic climates. The "Ceiba Blanca"

or "Cib lechosa" produces a wood of yellowish-white color,

of medium hardness, easy to Work and taking a high polish. Tt

can be utilized in the industry of containers and general con-

struction. Before T7orld TWar II this wood was exported in ap-
preciable quantities to iurope. The "Ceiba Blanca" of Colom-

bia is the "Sand-box' tree and in the TI. S. markets, it is

found as possum wood or hura wood. This tree can attain in the

Deciduous and :iain Type forests of the "tagdazena river valley

100 feet in elevation and can produce 2,000 board feet. Accord-

ing to S. Recors,this wood can be used for cabinet-work, inter-

ior trim plywood, and corestock etc.

Spec if ically, the author found this species in the

shores of the Sogamoso and Santos Gutierrez rivers; it has been

reported also in the vicinities of Puerto Salgar (LA. CETBA),

Cienaga de Zapatosa, La rloria and Isla de Papayal.
4) The 'Abarco" or Colombian mahagony - Cariniana

Pyriforis 11ie.

One of the trees with more future in the Colombian

forests; producesa very straight log of about 80 feet on the

average, with a kind of wood that resembles real mahogany

(Swietenia sp.) ; it is reddish-mahogany in color, with lines

of darker shade; it takes a high polish; the strength, weight

and density are excellent. According to 4ilbert R* Wing of
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London, the "A13ARCO" wood can replaas in m'any uses the Ameri-

can 31&okc Walnut. 'sere are the mechanical properties derived

by the Robledo brothers;

Rupture coeffitcient .?
Den5ity .7.3
Humidity 18.*0
N~orm!al coriression to the fiber 78

"~Colombian Iahagony" or
A="A3AJIC 0" of Colom'bia: a
k:ronising species for

export, The photo illus-
T. trates the first log of

fi this tree that can give
m'erchantable boles 80 ft.
in height.)

The "ft3ARCOI lives in the )eciduous and Rain Type

forests, of this thesis, especially in the Atrato, Cauca and M(ag-

dalena river valleye. The author has found this tree in Buena-

vista (Caldas), . ?erto Nino f(Boyaca State) IA Ceiba r(?uerto
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Salgar) and in the forests of Choco where it is-called "Chibuga".

5) The VCAiUrU7TOV of Colombia - As idosperm Thgandi i
Standi.

This is a very valuable species because its wood

can be utilised with excellent results in turnery work (as is

done now); can beused for ties; backs of cliches; engineering

instruments; posts and works where strength is needed as brid-

ges, beams, etc. The wood is of very fine grain, easy to work,

takes high polishewd its weight is -medium.

The Carreto is found in the Deciduous and Rain

Type forests; especially in the 7.ona Bananera and Territorio

Vazq~uez*

8) The "Caracoli" of Colombia - Anacardium~ 8xceloun
Bert. et B-aib.

this is a tree relatively abundant and is a giant

in the Colombian forests. It grows even in poor soils and can

:attain 30 Meter in height with a d, b, hi, of 2 meters; it pro-

duces a yellow wood with some shades of pink, is light in

wreight, relatively soft, taking a high natural finish. It can

be employed in boat construction, containers especially for

tobacco; kitchen utensils; canoes; etc. Before the '7orld War It

the "Caracoli" was exported from Colombia to the European ports.

Its mechanical properties are the followings according to the

tests of the Robledo brothers

Rupture coefficient 509
El3asticity module 989 274
Density .48

Normal compression to the fiber 32



The "CARACOLI" grows in Colombia in the Deciduous,

Rain Type subtropical forest, up to the elevation of 1,000 me-

ters above sea level, and especially the author has found this

tree in La Ceiba (Puerto Salgar), Monteria (Bolivar), forests

of Antioquia, forests of La Miel river and in the regions of

Santos Gutierrez, Aguas Claras, Sogamosos river, near Puerto

Wilches. Ne have also found this species in Choco, Caqueta and
Putumayo. In the region of Rio de Oro (Santander) the tobacco

growers made cultivation of Caracoli to obtain its wood for con-

tainers.

Photo No.37

ABARCO

Cariniana pyriformis
M iers

(The photo illustrates
the top of this val-
uable species.)
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7) The "Cedro Troyn )i'l()" or '%3livil" off Colombia -

xuarea ('ruara (Jacq. )
This species produces a wood that, in some res-

pect, is similar to the Swietenia sp. Caoba) : it is a durable

wood, strong, heavy and hard. The coloration of' the heartwood

is dark reddish. It can be utilized with advantage in the

constriction of wagons, tram ways, and truck bodies, aside

from many other uses in carpentry.

The bark gives a viscous latex to which toxic and

vmethocatartio properties are attributed by the people and need

scientific investigation.

Th is es enc e is abundant in the R~ain Type and sub-

tropical ivergreen Forest of the Cauca Valley; it has been found

al1s0 in the Caqueta region. This species likes especially those

altitudes between 500 to 1,000 meters above sea level.

NOT L: M11.any other species of' valuoable trees are

fitted for export.

7VOO) S 2RCA 3I1 3T 'OiUC

The Colombian woods that are fitted for cabinet work

are very numerous and as soon as the studies in the industriali-

sation of the forests are advancing, it is poesible to find new

species that, in the past have been regarded as of no value.

It has been the case in the TT. 'S. when at the end of the last

century the markets only paid attention to the :sinus strobus.

When this species became scarce, the once Forgotten '{emlock
and Jack~ pines came into outstanding position; here are some
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of the woods for cabinet work:

1) "3a1 saro del flu"' - Tolaifera offisinali3

The wood of' this species jiy one of the beat pro-

duced in the country; its hardness, Fine grain, and stren th

are rem~arkcable; it takes a very good polish, has numerou~s fine

lines; it has a dark red or red-brown coloration in the heart-

wood.

H{erein the United S~tate3s, this wood of "Balsao

del Tolu"' has been appreciated for c,%btnet work; it can be used

also for railroadties, fence poste, inlaying work, piling in

commion water, pmchinery for the su~gar nillsy house posts etc.

In the Colomibian Amazonian territory, the aborigines

used the heart wood for dying.

?) The "Caoba Colombiana" (Trute Yahagony) -

Swietenia macrohll Kding

This species is exactly the same quality (for

practical purposes) as the Central America and West Tndien ifa-

hagony, and produces one of the most useful and esteemed wood

for cabinet making and plywood of the"face veneer type", clue to

the fact that in this msajagony the tangential shrinkage is mvery

little greater than the radial and surface shrinkage, giving as

a result no distortion. T'{iZS IS T {P R~kSON W'HY MAR!OGANTY IS T

STAN2)AR' 3F'QR COMUARIzSQN 37P OT-UI{ WO)D-1.

This "Caoba Colombians" can be e'niloyed not only in

plywood and face venedr, '?ut also In engravings, shipbuilding,

mosquito-planes, boat construction, musical instruments, etc.
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Before the World war It the board foot of "Caoba Colombian"

was paid ror export at A0.O8 (Colombian currency).

In forestry surveys, the author found this valuable

species in the forests of ?izesrto Wilohesr, Aguas Claras, 3ooas

del Rosario and Rio payoa. There is reliable informtion of

its existence on a c omnwerc ial scale in the regions of Ayapel

(Departmnent of Bolivar), Robles and Valtedupar (In M~agdalena

State).*

Colombia possesses two other kinds of valuable

mahoganies:

a) "Caoba del Catatumbo" - Swietenia candollei
P it tier

It is found in the Rain Type Forest - Catatumbo

For'est zone of this thesis.

b) The "Aguano " - wieteni. sp.

The "Caoba Colombiana" is one of' the species whioh

must be cultivated because its price is very high at all times;

its planting is easy and the natural rotation is calculated to

be not more than 40 years.

3) The "Cedrs" of Colombia - Cedrela genus

These species belong to the 1Keliaceas family and

are in general called "Spanish Cedars" in ' nglish, to distinguish

them from the coniferous cedars of North America (Incense cedar,

Northern yhit. Cedar, 'Western Red Cedars and Atlantic hite

Cedars).

The "C'2"ROS" of Colombia -produces, in generals a
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very highly appreciated wood for "face veneer" plywood, fine

cabinet makings wiusical instruments, and house building. They
grow in Colombia almost from~ the sea shore up to Sabana de

Bogota, at an altitude of 2* 460 eters above sea level.

tri this country is possible to find the follow-

ing species:

a) The "Cedro Bogotane" or "Cedro Rosado" -
Cedrela bog~otenisis Triana

et Planchon

Ubiquitous species of the hot, temperate anid

cold climates.

b) The "Cedro Cebollo" of Colombia - Cedrela Mexi-
cana Room'er

This species possesses an aliaceous odor and can
be found in the !oiduous, Rain Type and Subtropical -iverg Teen

forests of this thesis.

o) The "Cedro Jampeado" of Colombia - Gedrela
fissilis Veil

'this mahogany (it must be rsbmermbered that in

the international wood trade the name mahogany is also applied,.to
the Cedrelas) produces, as well as the other, a kind of' wood

that is iw'tne tothe attack of xilofagous insects, takes a

high polish, is light in weight and easy to work, and is for

these reasons the ideal wood for turnery, ornamental works,

pencils and fine furniture. This species is found also in the

same region - forest of the Cedrela mexicans Roemer.

d) The wco~ro Blanco" - Cedrela odorata L

Claimed to be native of Colombiat the author



only found this species enitvated in .7Qpayafl (Cauca "Department)

i)The "Cedro '!onde * of Colombia - Codrala
montana Tlureoz

This mahogany is called also 'Cedro Caoba"

and produces a kind of wood that is very much appreciated for

plywood, cabinet work, expensive furnitures, musical instru-

ments. (Note: 344 photo 39, ahead)

This heartwood of this species is soretimes

very beautiful because it shows a curly appearance; the color

is dark reddish or brownish-reddish; the mechanical properties

of this species are the following according to the tests per-
formed by the Robledo brothers, already -mentioned:

~umi d ity 12430
Rupture ooefficient 842
Density 0.510
E~lasticity miodule 95.82
Compression normal to fibers 75

This species of cedar is found in the three

branchkes in which the Andean Cordillera is divided in Colombia;

it occurs in the I2lD f -JFATE FORIST of this thesis; specifi-

cally, it has been reported also from the forest in thle Kim

river (Palmira-Valle) basin.

4) The "Dinde" or O alo Mora" of Colombia-
Chi orophora t inct or is (1)Gaud.

This species gives a tough, durable and strong wood.

This wood is one of the most valuable of the country, because

it can be employed in railroad ties, tramway ties durmientes),

fence posts, cartwheels, interior decora.tion, parts of m~ohinery,
fine furniture, mine works, wooden balls, house posts, eta. The
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color of' thi'3 wood iy bright ysillow or reddish. The bark con-

tains tanroids that are liztiltved in the tanneries.

C O-' OY1 IAN BA "3A C0

'hie is one of the
TV ,otenone :producing
plants in which the

,. Colom~bian territory
ii very rich. Thie

AW t~t 4 well known t T;!Q-0,i
f ." -(Lonchocarits Nicog

.. ~ and ;onchocarps
iitr.ucui %re found in
the Colooribian Ann-

5) ?'or th i sake of brevity, we omit the mention here

of Rich vali ablp. nnl for cabinet cork and fine furniture as:

The "'Covniio crso - Ocotea _v .

ThP redro nomal" -Jnglans nigra var. 3ootensis

The ?inos Colo',bianos" - .'odocarp'is enuig

The "Cei?)a '711 - 3o0bacovpsis qiinatumiTacq. )
/ Dugand

The wayacan hobo" - (Centrolobiui sn.

The 10~cobo " - ?'bir snetnyl '
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kmong numierous Col.ombian plants that produce valuable

and beau1tiful dyes, we can mention briefly the following:

1) "IAiil " - Iniofr stf Mtioaill.

Tn the Iast oentury somie regions of Colombia, es-

pecially the 3antarideres, devoted mtany capitals and efforts to

the indigo industry wshose product was expo)rted aside fromi the in-

tensi've use mnade of it in the domestic riarket for giving indigo

hues to the do-masstic-iuade clothes and for whitening collars,

shirts and tnder clothes.

The development of synthetic dyes gave a comiplete

blow to the indigo industry, which now is utilized in a very

smally acale. The author remiembers that up to the year 1930

indigo or O~i"was carried in wooden boxes lined with banana

leaves, to the miarkets of the Santa Rosa de Viterbo, Cerinia and

JRelent in the ')apartm~ent (State) of Boyaca. There it was sold

by pounds and "Arrobas" (25h m~etric pounds). "e believe that

this industry canbe revived by raising the custom's tar'iffs and

finding more efficient ways of cultivation and manufacturing

of indigo.

2) The "Dinda" or "?'alo 'fora" of Colom'bia -

Chlorophora tinctoria "' rad

Thisspecie3 is kniown in the world rkets as

"Yutne and "P'ustic". This is one of the most irdustrializable

onecies of the Colomnbian forests due to the fact that the wood
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and leaves contain Fjt subsjtance soluble in alcalis that is the

base of the "."ustic dyewood" of con -ferce with which it is poss-

ible to give green, brown, yellow and oliraceouis oolo.'ation to

khakis, hides, woof3 and clothes. T'.he subtance repr(m.ible

for thi,3 l/~to is the "-'alurine" which not only dyes

cotton azncl wool, buit Usosilk .and, in combination with other

dyes, will Si~ve a permanent black and other colours.

:photo :No. 39

(The C~olom'bian~ 'Cedro
'Me'dA that produices
a fine wood similar
to the Vest Indies
"fahagony.

a Ceiba Forests-
,' y " ' +. ?uerto ,al rar, C olom-

bia, .,

The fruits of the 'Dinde" and the resin of the bark

are odontalgic an4 they eqn help the atonic affection of the

mouth and somietimes pyorrhea.
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This species is found in Colo~ibia in thom ~egater-

mic elu~tes rind in the xetiOn3 where the Decid'aoug hygrophytio,

Rain Type atnd lubtro~ical forests prado'minate. The author has

found the "_'alo > or& in forests of TA Ceiba '?uerto Salgar)

'alders de Zoba t?3olivar), forests of Ta D~orada and Al 1 anco,

Caqueta, etc. There is relibtlti inforriation of its existence

in the forests of I}aduas (according to Pablo JBohorquez t .,

Agricultaral ngineer) ; forests of' Cruca, Sinu, L"a VioJa,

i saraltd, l an J'.ian and sorve regi on~s of Anti oqm i and Caldas.

:3) P'or lack of times we are unable to describe

here such valuaible sp ecies for the diyeri, industryr &

The ":Palo B3rasil" or "Cay%)eche" - '-aerittoxylon
esm chianumZ.

The "Jrsl of Santa '(arta - ParaMea castroides

The "Brasil" of Sinuc river - -loinciana insignis

TLhe ''3rasilete" - t~e toyo brslet arst

The ":Palo Brasil" - Caesalninia echinata. 'ribe

r Ihoto h~oe 40

I.clomikDia. -where the
.iW JAf aram AJob ii.uge



T"Us :FORESTS OF COJ(Y4IA9, 3 A.

AND SO S OF THUMIJ IN?)USTRIA.T POSSTBI ITIAS

TH It D PART

"The New Diagram Log Rule"

As a practical device that can

save tim~e and money~ for the

people of the lumbering region

of the Magdalena River (Deciduous

and Rain Type Fore stb} , C ol om~b is,

S. A. , we present here a "NEv?

DIAG1RAM( L~O( RTT'Tiu" developed by

the author in the year 1944.



A NE":V' IA r1WT sL0(T RTCI

The eed or aLoa Rule

In the year 1944, the author of this thesis needed

to muake a timber survey and volume evaluation of some 2O0O00
Hectare in the "Subtropical T3vergreen Forests" situated in the

"LA CEI 3A", municipality of Muerto Salgar (Cundinamarca Dlepart-

ment), Colombia, S. A. Up to that time, no record was made

of any Log Rule, in that country.

The Standard

In the above mentioned forest and in some forested

sections of the Magdalena river, the sawyer, wood merchants and
lumber-jacks use to evaluate the cubic content of the standing

timber and of the lumber itself*' W standard measure which they

called:

OR AS TRA"

Definition

ORastra" is a piece, or pieces, of sawlumber having:

Total length.......3 mesters (aprox. 10 feet)
Total area on the base,
or one of the cross-
sectional ends. - . 96 square inches

(generally on the Colombian wood m~arkets, the standard

of dresne wood is:

Length:s 34} "varam"t or 2.80 meters, or 9.33 feet;

the exceeding 0._90 rmoters (8") are left in the 'Rastra" to

allow for the damage and wear in the transportation of lumber by
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mules. The name of "Rastra" (sled) of this standard was due to

the fact that an average mule, in those forests travelling e

hours a day, is only able to carry two pieces of fresh-sawed

lumber (Cedrela montana, Centrolobium sp.) having a total length

of 3 meters and 48 square inches on the cross-sectional end or

*punta"* One of these wood pieces is placed on each side of

the mule, making a total of 96 square inches: the "Rastra".

How the Lumbermen Used This Standard

Over there the lumbermen used this standard by guess-

ing how many of these "Rastras" will a standing tree contain, or

in the sawlumber by actual measuring of the cross-sectional end

in square inches and then dividing by the 96 square inches of the

"Rastra".

The New Diagram Log Rule

having the duty to evaluate in "Rastras" the total vol-

ume of the standing timber in 20,000 hectars and being obliged

(by force of custom) to use the metric system in the measuring,

the author of this thesis decided to make a DIAGA LOG RUL

for the "Rastras".

NOTE: Only to prevent any misunderstanding, we must

point out that in that time (1944) the author had not studied

any Forestry and ignored the existence of any Log Rule, having

to depend on common reasoning. With the present thesis is pre-

sented the original manuscript written in March, 1944.

The Procedure

I observed that the sawyers and lumberjacks in the
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forests, after dividing the bole of the tree in logs of ten (10')

feet in length and splitting them longitudinally in half, began

dividing each jportion in a variable number of parts - in the

cross-sectional end - starting from a minimum of 2" by 1" up to

48 square inches. (Hiere it is necessary to remember that the

mules will only carry 96 square inches)

So I started drawing on cardboards a range of circles

from 0.20 (8") to 2 meters (80"); assuming that the circles were
the cross-sectional small ends of the boles of 3 meters in

length. I drew on them the different parts that it was possible

to saw according to the prevailing practice. One ighh(18)

of an inch was allowed for the sawkerf.

I took, for instance, a cross-section of 0.50 meters

(20") in diameter and from it I obtained:t

A piece of 1" by 5" equal. 5 square inches
v 91 N 499 " 6" a 4 It
M H " " 3" M 3 "

" + a 9e " 7" a 63 M 91

a +r 1""a 34 " 3 n

iv a1 9 4 =1 6" a -34 a

a " a " lv 491 91 4 11+

Total in square in: 125 in half the cross-sectional
portion of the bole.

The other half has 125 square inches also

Total in the bole: 250 square inches

Scaling~ of Different :oge :

In the s se way I obtained the following figures for

different diameters:



Top Top
Diameter in 'Diameter ina
Haters Inches

Pieces of the
Foltowinij
Dimuension
in Inches

Total in Sq. Inches

Partial Total

0. 25m 10"

0." 30rn

00 3M 14"0

0040 16"

3" x 1"
5" xC 4"
3"x V"

3" x 1V
8" x 4"
11' x 6"
3" x 1V

3" x 1V
9" x 5"
V x 6"
3" x V"

3" x 14
4" -0 4 "
2" x 3"
4"0 x 7"
2" x 3"
4" 'C 4"0
3" x V"

4" x 1"
400 x 5"0
2"0 x 3"
8" x 5"
4" x V"
4" xC 5"
29 x 3"

Va x 5"0
4' x 6"
V" x 3p

x"'C7
1" x 3"
4" xC 6'
10" x 4"

3 26x 2t

3
32
6
3 44x2s 88

3
45
6
3 57 x2 s 114

3
16
6
28
6
1+6
3 .78 x I 156

3

52

0.45 18" 4

0.50

40
4
20

6 100 x2 a 200

5
24
3

63
3
24
4 Approx.125 x 2:s250



Top Top Pieces of the
Diameter in Diameter in Following
Voeters Inches Dimension

in Inches

Total in Sq. Inches

Partial Total

22

0.60o 24

0.*65 26

9 x 10
2 x2
4x 7

11 x 10
1 x7
4x 1

12 x 11

1 x 8l

14x 1

12 x 11

3 x 13.
2x 1
5 x1
4 x7
3x 2

4
90
4
28

5 164 x 2:s328

24
4

110
7
4
24
4 181 x 2 : .362

5

5
28
4

132
8
11
5
28
4 225 x 2 x 450

0070 28 5
28
6

132
12
33
2
5
28
6 257 x 2 s 514



Top Top Pieces of the
Diameter in Diameter in Following
Meters Inches Dimensions

in Inches

Total in Sq. Inches

artial Total

03.75 30

0.*80 32

12 x 12

5 x 12

12 x 12

7 x 12

10 x 13

3n x13

30 x 163

1 x 1

5
28
6

144
16
2
5
28
6
60

3 303 x 2 : 606

5
28
6

144
21

4
5
28
6

84
8 339 x 2 :678

5
3?
6

130
6

130

5
32
6

16
16 388 x 25 3808

0.85 34
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Top Top
Diameter in Diameter in
M~eters Inches

Pieces ot' the
Following
Dim~ensi ons
in inches

Total in Sq. Inches

Partial Total

36

38

x 3
12 x 12

?xl
12 x 12
7 x4
1lx5
3x 3
2 x1
1lx5
4 x8
2 x3

1 x5
4 x8
2 x:3
1lx5
4 x8
2x 3

12 x 12
5x 7
3 x '7

4 x1
12 x 12
5 x 7

3 x3
4 x1
1 x 18

5x 1
12 x 10
7 x5
3 x2
4x 2

12 x 5
7x 5

5
32
6

144
28
5
9
2

144
28
5
A

32
6 462 x 2 : 924

5
32
6
'5
.32
6

1-44

9
4

144
35
9
4

18 488 x 2 9 976

5
1201
315
6
8
60
35 269 x 4 s1,076

1.00 40
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Top Top Pieces of the
Diameter in Diameter in Following
Mietere Inches Dir'iensionR

In inches

Total in Sq. Inches

?artial Tot4
al

44

48

54

12 xl2

12 x 7

12 x 10d

12 x 9
9 xl10

12 x 1

12 x 12

12 x 12

12 x 11
8 x7
2 x2
5x 3
2x 2

12 x 12
12 x 12
9 x3
4 x1

1? x 3
12 x 3
5 x3

6
1?0
40

4
1?
84
56
4

6
120
45
4
18
6

108
90
4 401 x 4 : 1,644

326 x 4 : 1,304

6
132
45
4
20
6

144
144
14 515 x 4 : 2,060

60 6
132
56
4
15
4

144
144
27
4
36
36
15 6?'3 x 4 1 2,492
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Top Top
Diamneteir in -Diameter in
Meters Inches~

Nieces of the
Pol i-owing
Dim~ensi ons
In Inches

Total in Sqv Inches

?art ial Total

19*70 68

1080 72

12 x 12

12 x 12
12 x 12
12 x 4

7x 3
12 x 6
12 x 6

12 x 12

/2 x 1$
12 x 12
12 x 4

12 x 9
13 x 9
10 x 9

x 7
12 x 12
10 x 7

12 x.12
12 x. 12
11 x 6

12 x 11
1" x 11
1? x 11

7
144

64

15
144
144

48
21

4
108
108

90

7
144
64
10
15

4
144
144
48
21
72
72
54 799 x 4 t 3,196

911 x 4 : 3,644

1.90 76 7
144

70
15
16

4
144
144

66
21

4
13?,
132
132 1031 x 4 t 4,124
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Top Top
D~iameter in 7)iamre ter in
)eters inchos

P3ieces~ of the
?ll0wing
'iensionis

Tr~ Tr~ches~

Total in Gq * Inches

Partial Total _

80 1
1?
9
5
4

12
12
12
12
12
12
7
3

x 7
x1Z2
x8S
x J
x 5

xl
x 12
x 12
x 12

x l^
x 6
x 4

7
144

72
10

4
144
144
144
144
144
72
283
6
4

7 x 1 7 1094 x 4 :4#376

As a result of the above calculation from~ the Diagrams,

checked by some actual sawing in the Forests, the following was

obtained:

ACTUTA-T VO0L17 hi TABIY
(In cross-sectional square inches)

Top Dia. inside bark
in _centimeters

Top Dim. inside
bark in inches Actual Sqiuare Inches

0. 20
0.5

0.30
0.35
0.*40
0. 45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0070
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90

8
10
12,
14
16
18
20

24

30

34
36

88
114
156
200
250
328
362
450
514
606
6 78
808
9 24
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Top :pia. inside bark
in centimeters

0.95
1.*00
1.*10
10 .0
1.35
1.50
1.70
10*80
1090
2.00
2.25

~TTTA.Tj ,'r!t T ABA
cont inued;

Toni 3ia. inside
bark in inches

;38
40
44
48

60

72

830
94

Actual &quare Inches

9 76
1,076
19,30 4
1,9604
2,10601
29496
3,196
3,644
4,124
4,9376
6,1.57

T"Ut' GRAPH

In order to smooth out the roughness of the data, a

graph-was constructed in which the "S9aw-mill square inches"

were placed ina the ordinates from 0 to 5,000 and the top dia-

meter irn centimeters in the &absc isas from 20 to 210. The Curve

was balanced with:

Plueses 20s
I'linuses 24
Balance 4

The accompanying graph called "N'1X7 'DIAGEW~ RULE" f or

calculation of "RASTTRAS" gives the Seaw-mill squtare inches that

correspond to a log of certain top diameter inside bark; the

result must be divided by 96 in order to obtain the number of

ATJ A9 0 that the bole contains.

With the above procedure, a final volume table was

obtained which gives the number of rastras of a given log whose

top diameter inside bark has been measured in centimeters or
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inches. The *lode, as already explained, must be three (3m')
maters in length, or 120 inche e, The "RFASTIW'" has 11,520

cubic inches or 80 board feet.

V0ITT'fi TA II1:,: IN 1T3T3WQM5

Top iDiaaeter
inside bark
in centimeters

Top diam~eter
inside bark
in inches

Saw-MillI
sq. inches 'RASTRAS"

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95

100
105
110
115
12.0
1.25
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
185
190
195
200
?0 5
210

8
10
12
14
16
18
20

24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54.
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
79?
74
76
78
80
8?
84

50
70
95

3125
160
200
250
300
355
4 25
500
5803
6 70
770
880
990

1,115
1,240
1,365
1,490
1,600
1,725
1,860
2,,000
2,150
2, 310
2, 500
2,700
2, 915
3,000
3, 200
3,400
3, 625
30*830
4v045
4, 255
4,94 70
49680
4 ,900

0.52
0.73
0.99
1.*30
1.67
2.08
2.60
3.12
3.69
4.43
5.20
6.*04
6.*98
8.00
9.16

10.31
11.61
12.91
14.16
15.62
16.67
17.98
19.37
20.83
??. 40
24.0 6
16.04
28.12
30036
31.25

35.42
37.76
39090
42. 15
44.33
46.-56
48.34
51.00
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NOTIT: As a rough approximation, until experimental

work is done on the subject, it will be advisable to discount

five per cent (5%) of the total, to allow for shrinkage of

wood in drying, when measuring with this "New Diagram Rule"

Mahogany, Spanish Cedars, 'alnuts, Colombian Mahogany, etc.

A further development of this LOG RULE will be the

use of the rule in the form of a ruler or lath which can be

employed for measuring the Top Diameter inside bark of the logs,

and it has printed in one of the surfaces the corresponding

"RASTRAS" for the given diameter in centimeters or inches.

Aprricio I Galindo

Ann or, 1/25/47
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